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INTRODUCTION 

It is the privilege of the President of this Society, in his address, to 
bring to the notice of his fellow-members some subject possessed of more 
or less general interest, and preferably, I think, son~e subject that he has 
made particularly his own. On such an occasion a wider outlook upon 
various geological fields becomes admissible than in the case of papers 
presented to the Society, which, as a rule, should be devoted to original 
and unpublished observations. It has thus appeared to me that it may 
be of interest and utility at this tirne, to collect and review the main facts 
so far ascertained respecting the composition of the geological column of 
what may be called the Rocky Mountain region of Canada, in~luding 
the province of British Columbia and the Yukon district-this region 
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being identical with that part of the western Cordillen comprised in the 
Dominion of Canada. 'l'o its geological exploration ~ great part of my 
own time has been devoted for many years. The remlts, as obtained, 
have been published chiefly in the reports of the Ge)logical Survey of 
Canada, but it is undoubtedly difficult for the inqtirer, with only a 
limited amount of time at his disposal, to form a mnnected and bal
anced idea of the conditions, as a whole, from a series of such progress 
reports, dealing usually with particular districts. 

Twenty years ago, after having worked in British Columbia or on its 
borders for six seasons, I read a paper before the Gwlogical Section of 
the British Association for the Advancement of Sci e1ce, at Swansea, en
titled ''Sketch of the geology of British Columbia," w1ich was after~'ards 
published in the Geological Magazine.* So far as they go, the general 
outlines then la.id down still hold; but much has been accomplished 
since that time, the relative importance of the observations recorded has 
been considerably changed, and opinions expresse<.. from time to time 
have had to be modified as the work progressed. All I shall attempt 
to do here is to review the principal geological featues as they are now 
understood, but in order to render this address of nore practical value 
as a clue to the geology of the region covered by is title, references to 
the principal reports and papers in which details may be found will be 

given throughout. 

SPECIAL FEATURES OF THE REGION 

The region dealt with is in many respects one of Jarticular geological 
interest, and it is likewise remarkable as one which it has been necessary 
to work out as an almost entirely detached geological problem. Its older 
rocks are separated from those of the eastern parts of8anada by the whole 
width of the Great plains, and the newer formation: found in it are gen
erally unrepresented in other parts of Canada. Nu· until the work was 
well advanced did any satisfactory standard of conparison exist in the 
far west. California could be referred to in regard 1o certain defined for
mations of the Tertiary and Cretaceous, but a greet intervening region 
of the Cordillera remained practically unknown ge)logically, except for 
the earlier results of the Hayden surveys and som~ reconnaissance sur
veys by other explorers along lines of travel. Clarence King's great 
volume, the "Systematic Geology of the 40th Par~llel," did not appear 
till1878, and the relations of the region here rEferred to with others, 
which have become apparent, have been developed. at later dates. 

*Decade II, vol. viii, April and May, 188. 
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It was in this region also that the occurrence of contemporaneous vol
canic materials as important constituents of the 1\Iesozoic and Paleozoic 
rocks of the Cordilleran belt was first recognized. Previous to the earlier 
reports of the Canadian Geological Survey on British Columbia, the ex
istence of ~mch volcanic materials had been admitted only as regards 
the Tertiary formations, in the western portion of the continent. 

INVESTIGATORS 

The geological exploration of British Columbia was Legun in 1871 by 
Dr A. R. C. Sel wyn, assisted by the late l\Ir J ames Richardson. Taking 
all the circumstances into consideration, the report then made by 
Dr Selwyn must, I think, be regarded as a remarkably valuable and im
portant one. l\Ty own investigations in connection with the Geological 
Survey began in 1875 and in 1887 extended to the Yukon district. 
\V ork was carried on in the Cariboo district for some years under the 
control of the late Mr Amos Bowman, and in later years Messrs J. 
McEvoy, R. G. McConnell, J. B. Tyrrell, R. \V. Broclc, and J. C. Gwillim 
have also been in charge of parties in different parts of this Cordilleran 
region of Canada. 

PHYSIOGRAPHICAL FEATURES 

It is not my intention, however, here to follow the development of our 
knowledge of the r€gion historically, through its various stages, but rather 
to enumerate the several formations now known to be represented, to 
Lriefl.y describe each of them, and then to review the main outlines of 
the geological evolution of this part of the continent in so far as it has 
been made apparent. For this purpose a few words must first be devoted 
to the existing physiographical features of the region. 

Pleistocene events and matters connected with the glaciation and later 
superficial geology may be excluded from consideration, as these have 
been treated at some length elsewhere.* 

As compared with the Cordilleran region in the \Vestern states, that of 
British Columbia i::; much less diffuse and more strictly parallel with 
the corresponding part of the Pacific coast. Its length is approximately 
the same, but its width is usually about 400 miles only. The several 
mountain systems are separated by narrower intervals, and, except in the 
extreme north, may be more readily traced and defined. All the main 
physical features trend in a north-north west direQtion for about 1,100 
miles, after which the nwuntain axes turn f'Omewhat abruptly westward, 

*Tram;. Hoyal Soc. Can., vol. viii. Pre>;idl'ntial address to Section 1 V. 
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and, becoming less continuous and separated by wider intervening low
lands, run toward the eastern boundary of Alaska. 

The geological features follow a similar rule, the rock series repre
sented differing much in age and composition within comparatively short 
distances as the Cordilleran belt is crossed, while they run far and with 
closely accordant characters in the direction of its length. 

This depends on two conditions, both imposed by the position of the 
zone of recurrent crustal movements coincident with the western border 
of the continent: (1) The occurrence of successive zones of deposition, 
whether sedimentary or volcanic, parallel to the continental edge; (2) the 
actual compression of the original area of deposition, by folding and 
fracture, produced by pressure from the Pacific side, by means of which 
the superficies may have been reduced by at least one-third of its original 
width since early Paleozoic times. It results, further, from these condi
tions that the local names applied to geological formations remain appro
priate for long distances in the general direction of the strike, while the 
characters associated with such names can seldom be traced far without 
change in a transverse direction. The bearing of this on the nomencla
ture appropriate for the Cordilleran region as a whole is important, and 
the want of attention to it has already, I fear, led to the publication of 
some new formational names which are unnecessary and confusing rather 

than helpful. 
The ruling orographic features of the Cordilleran region in Canada at 

the present time are the Rocky mountains proper, forming its high 
eastern border, and the Coast ranges of British Columbia on the west. It 
has been proposed by Dana to name the first of these systems the '' Lara
mide range," as its origin was coeval with the close of the Laramie period. 
This mountain sy::;tem appears to begin about the 46th or 47th parallel 
of latitude, from which it runs in a northerly direction to the Arctic 
ocean, with occasional echelon-like breaks, but forming throughout the 
western limit of the inland plain of the continent. Its width is about 
60 miles, and although reduced in the far north, the height of many of 
its peaks exceeds 11,000 feet. The rocks composing it are for the most 
part referable to the Paleozoic. and it is found to be affected by numerous 
great faults parallel to its direction, overthrust to the eastward, and 
along the eastern margin, resulting in some cases in horizontal displace
ments of several miles, by which Paleozoic rocks override those of Creta-

ceous age in the foothills. 
The Coast ranges of British Columbia form a belt of about 100 miles 

in width that extends along the border of the Pacific for at least 900 
miles, beginning near the estuary of the Fraser and eventually runnino
inland beyond the head of Lynn canal, where the coast changes its trend 
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to the westward. These ranges are chiefly composed of granitic rocks, 
which may in the main be regarded as forming a gigantic "bathylite" 
with minor included masses of sedimentary rocks. It is later in date of 
origin than the Triassic period and probably experienced a second and 
much greater elevation at or about the close of the Cretaceous, but is 
neither so lofty nor so ragged as the Laramide range. The remarkable 
fiords of the Pacific coast, both those of British Columbia and those of 
the southern part of Alaska, are the submerged valleys of this coastal 
system of mountains, their erosion being probably referable to early 
Eocene and late Pliocene times, during which the land stood at rela
tively high levels. 

To the west of the Laramide range, and separated from it by a remark
ably long and direct structural valley, is a somewhat irregular and some
times interrupted series of mountain systems to which the general name 
of the Gold ranges has been applied, and this is referred to further on as 
the Archean axis of this part of the Cordillera. It embraces the Purcell, 
Selkirk, Columbia and Cariboo mountains, all including very ancient 
rocks and evidently representing the oldest known axis of elevation in 
the province, although it has not remained unaffected by movements of 
much later date. Peaks surpassing 10,000 feet in elevation still occur 
in these mountains. 

Between the Gold and Coast ranges, with a width of about 100 miles, 
is the Interior plateau of British Columbia, a peneplain referred in its 
main features to the early Tertiary, which has subsequently been greatly 
modified by volcanic accumulations of the Miocene, and has been dis
sected by river erosion at a still later period. This plateau country is 
well defined for a length of about 500 miles, declining northward from a 
height of over 4,000 feet near the 49th parallel to one of less than 3,000 
feet, and with an average altitude of about 3,500 feet. It is then inter
rupted for some four degrees of latitude by a mountainous country chiefly 
composed of disturbed Cretaceous rocks, beyond which the surface again 
declines to the plateau lands of the upper Yukon basin, with its separated 
mountain ranges. The Interior plateau is throughout very complex in 
its geological structure, but except where covered by Tertiary accumu
lations it is found to be chiefly unrlerlain by Paleozoic and Mesozoic 
rocks. 

One more mountain system remains to be noted. This stands upon 
the real border of the Continental plateau, and is represented by the 
long ridge-like highlands of Vancouver island and the Queen Charlotte 
islands. It is evidently broken between these islands, and is not 
clearly continued in the archipelago of southern Alaska, which seems to 
be more closely connected with the Coast ranges of the mainland. The 
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rocks principally comprised in this outer mountain system range from 
the Carboniferous to the Cretaceous in age. 

TABLE oF GEOLOGICAL FoRMATIONS 

Attention may now be directed to the general table of geological for
mations recognized in the region under review. This is arranged in two 
main columns, representing what I conceive to be the two great geosyn
clines of this part of the Cordillera. The~e are separated by what has 
already been referred to as an Archean axis. A further explanation of 
these main structural features will be given subsequently, but it is first 
proposed to define and briefly note the character of each of the geological 

units, beginning with the oldest. 

\VER'l'ERN GEOSYNCJ,INE 

l'liocene ............ Horscfiy JZ;ntvelH ................... . 
Quartz drift of Klondike, 

etc. 

Feet 

l\Iiocenc ............. Fpper Yolcanir group............ 3,100 
Tranqnille h<•dR..................... 1,000 
Lower volcanic group............ 5,300 

Oligoccnc ........... Cold water group (Simillm- 5,000 
1\1cen beds, etc.). 

Eoccne ............... Puget group (on coast only 
3,0001 +). 

Cretaceous ......... Nanairno group.................. ... ~,700 

Queen Charlotte Island group 
(in (~uecn Charlotte h;l-
ands) .................................. 9,500 

'l'rias8ic .............. );'icola group .......................... l:l,500 

C'arhoniferons .... Cache ('reek group................ !l,5UO 

Devonian ........... (?) ......................................... . 

Silurian .............. (1) ....................................... .. 

Orrlovician ........ (?) ........................................ .. 

"' r Admns Lake SPries ................. 25,000 -~ 

Camhrian ......... ~ _ 
I L NiReonlith .............................. 15,000 

S!l,HOO 

Feet 

Upper r~ararnie...................... 3,000 
Lower Laramie................ ...... 2,500 

~0~~;~~~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::} 3,140 

::l::~:·i·~:::::·.·.·.·.~::::·.·.·.·.::·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.:} 9,750 

(Red beds to south, marine to 
north) say........................... 600 

Banff series.................. ........ 5,100 

Intermediate series............... 1,500 

Halysites beds....................... 1,300 

J Graptolithic shales................. 1,500 
Castle l\Iountltin group (up-1 

l per part). I 
~ I 
~ Castle Mountain group l S,OOO 
~ (lower part). J 

Bow River series ................... 10,000 

46,390 

Archean ............ . Shnswap series............... ...... 5,000' + 

ARCHEAN 

In 1881 it was possible only to allude to the existence of crystalline 
rocks probably referable to the Archean. The rocks referred to were 
those originally described by Dr Selwyn as the" Granite, gneiss, and 
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mica-schist of the North Thompson, etc.," and recognized from the first 
by him as " the oldest rocks observed in the country.'' It was not, how
ever, till1889 that much further information was gained regarding these 
old rocks, when good sections of them were found by the writer on 
Kootenay lake, and as they were also well developed on Shuswap lake, 
the name Shuswap series was proposed for them.* The Shuswap rocks 
proper evidently represent highly metamorphosed sediments with per
haps the addition of contemporaneous bedded volcanic materials. They 
are grayish mica-gneisses, with some garnetiferous and hornblendic 
gneisses, glittering mica-schists, crystalline limestones and quartzites. 
Gneisses in association with the last-mentioned rocks often become 
highly calcareous or silicious and contain scales of graphite, which are 
also often present in the limestones. 'rhese bedded materials are, how
ever, associated with a much greater volume of mica-schists and gneisses 
of more massive appearance, most of which are evidently foliated plu
tonic rocks, and are often found to p::-~ss into unfoliated granites. The 
association of these different classes of rocks is so close that it may never 
be possible to separate them on the map over any considerable area. 
The granites may often have been truly eruptive in origin, but the fre
quent recurrence of quartzites among them in some regions indicates 
that they are, at least in part, the result of a further alteration of the 
bedded rocks.t 

Thus, up to the present time, the Shuswap series has been made to in
clude this entire complex mass of crystalline rocks, although it might be 
more appropriately restricted to the originally bedded members. These, 
it will be observed, now very closely resemble those of the Grenville 
series of the province of Quebec, the resemblance extending to the 
nature of their association with the foliated rocks, which in turn closely 
resemble the so-called "Fundamental Gneiss" of the same region. The 
original materials and the conditions of alteration to which they have 
been subjected have in both localities been almost identical, producing 
like results. The age must be approximately the same, but the distance 
is too great to admit of any precise correlation on lithological grounds. 

'Vhen the ruling lines of strike or foliation of the Shuswap are laid 
down, they are generally found to be parallel with each other in each 
particular region, but to run in great irregular sweeping curves over the 
face of the map as a whole, and sometimes to surround unfoliated granitic 
areas in a concentric manner, the whole appearance being very much 
like that met with in some parts of the Laurentian country in the east. 

*Annual Report, Geol. Surv. Can., vol. iv (N. S.), p. 29 B. The name Kootanie (or Kootenay) was 
preoccupied. 

t Cf. Shuswap map-'lhcl't, Gt>ol. 'nrv. Can., 18!18. 
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A distinct tendency to parallelism of the strata or foliation with adja

cent borders of the Cambrian system has moreover also been noted in a 

number of cases. This might imply that the foliation was largely pro

duced at a time later than the Cambrian, but the materials of some of 

the Cambrian rocks show that the Shuswap series must have fully as

sumed their crystalline character before the Cambrian period, and there 

are other evidences of their extensive pre-Cambrian erosion. It seems, 

therefore, probable that the foliation of the Shuswap rocks may have 

been produced rather beneath the mere weight of superincumbent strata 

than by pressure of a tangential character accompanied by folding, and 

that both these rocks and those of the Cam brian were at a later date 

folded together. In the Archean of eastern Canada, foliation still nearly 

horizontal or inclined at low angles, often characterizes considerable 

areas and appears to call for some explanation similar to that ab9Ye 

suggested. 
The greatest thickness of the Shuswap rocks so far measured, where 

there is no suspicion of repetition, on Kootenay lake, is about 5,000 feet, 

but even here there are doubtles included considerable intercalations of 

foliated eru pti ves. The Sh uswap series characterizes considerable areas of 

the Selkirk, Columbia, and adjacent ranges in the southern part of British 

Columbia. It is known also in the Cariboo mountains and near the 

sources of the North Thompson and Fraser, about latitude 53°.* It is 

again well developed on the Finlay river, where the country has been 

geologically examined, between the 56th and 57th parallels of latitude.t 

Northward to this point these rocks appear to be confined to a belt 

lying to the west of the Laramide range and to come to the surface seldom, 

if at all, in that range. Farther north similar rocks occur in the Yukon 

district in several ranges lying more to the west, but still with nearly 

identical characters, in so far as they are known. t 
The granitic rocks of the Coast ranges are probably much newer, nor 

have any crystalline schists yet been observed in association with these 

raeges to which an Archean date can be definitely assigned. 

CAMBRIAN 

The importance of rocks assigned to the Cambrian in the Rocky 

:Mountain region of Canada has become much more apparent as the 

result of later explorations. Their thickness is very great, and they 

appear under differing characters in different parts of the region, in 

*Annual Report, Geol. Surv. Can., vol. xi (~. S. ), p. 39 D. 

t Ibid., vol. vii, p. 33 C. 
t Ibid ., vol. iii, p. 34 B, an1l vol. iv, p. 14 Il. 
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such a manner as to require distin.ctive names and to · admit, so far, of 
only a tentative correlation. Our typical and most carefully surveyed 
section is that in the Rocky mountains proper or Laramide range, on 
the line of the Bow Ri \Ter pass. This has been studied by l\Ir R. G. 
1\IcConnell, and it is the only section for which some direct paleonto
logical evidence exists.* The base of the Cambtian is, however~ not 
seen in this section. In the Gold ranges, where · the Cambrian is fre
quently found resting on the Archean, the Nisconlith, its lowest recog
nized member, varies by several thousand feet in volume, showing that 
the old surface was a very irregular one and had been greatly modified 
by denudation previous to the deposition of the Nisconlith. The same 
circumstance has been noticed by Mr McConnell in the case of the Bow 
River series of the Laramide range, where it is found resting on the 
Archean in the vicinity of the Finlay river, over 400 miles northwest of 
his typical section,t proving this denudation-interval to be a very im
portant one, although, as already noted, there is often a parallelism in 
strike between the two series of rocks. 

The Bow River series, in the pass of the same name, consists chiefly 
of dark-gray argillites, with some greenish and purplish bands, associated 
with quartzites and conglomerates, these coarser materials being most 
abundant in the upper parts of the formation. Pebbles of quartz and 
feldspar, evidently derived from the Archean, are abundant in the con
glomerates, and scales of mica have in some places been developed on 
the divisional planes of the argillites. The known thickness of the 
series is 10,000 feet. 

In the eastern part of the pass, resting conformably on the Bow River 
series, is the Castle Mountain group, with a known thickness of about 
8,000 feet. This consists chiefly of ordinary gray limestones and dolo
mites, in frequent alternations and interstratified with shales and calc
schists. To the west of the main watershed, however, the character of 
this series becomes materially changed, and the heavy bedded dolo
mites and limestones are to a great extent replaced by greenish calc
schists and greenish and reddish shales and slates. The change may 
be traced in its various stages, and is due to the introduction on the 
west of a greater proportion of earthy matter. 

Fossils of the lower Cambrian ( Olenell-us) fauna have been found 3,000 
feet below the summit of the Bow River series. They are also known io 
characterize the lower part of the Castle Mountain series, which is fos-

*For detailf' of the Bow River Puss section, sec Annual Report, Geol. Snrv. Can., vol. ii (N. S.), 

part D. 
t Annual Report, Geol. 8urv. Can., vol. vii (N. S.), p. 24 C. 

XI-BuJ.T .. GF.oT .. Soc. A111., Vor .• 12, 1900 
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siliferous at several horizons, and appears to pass up at its summit into 
the Ordovician.* 

Following the general direction of the Laramide range northwestward, 
Cambrian rocks similar to those of the Bow pass are now known at in
tervals for many hundred miles, and it is probable that they will be found 
to fonn a continuous or nearly continuous belt. Both groups are recog
nized with practically identical characters on the Yellow Head pass and 
on the Finlay river. The Misinchinca schists of my report of 1879, no 
doubt represent the Bow River series, and similar rocks are again found 
at the sources of the Pelly branch of the Yukon.t 

Passing now to the next mountain system, to the southwest of the 
Laramide range and parallel with it-the Gold ranges-we find in the 
Selkirk mountains a great thickness of rocks tqat have not yet yielded 
any fossils, but appear to represent, more or less exactly, the Qambrian 
of our typical section. Resting on the Archean rocks of the Shuswap 
series is an estimated volume of 15,000 feet of dark gray or blackish 
argillite schists or phyllites, usually calcareous, and toward the base with 
one or more beds of nearly pure limestone and a considerable thickness 
of gray flaggy quartzites. To these, where first defined in the vicinity 
of the Shuswap lakes, the name Nisconlith series has been applied.t The 
rocks vary a good deal in different areas, and on Great Shuswap lake 
are often locally represented by a considerable thickness of blackish 
flaggy limestone. It other portions of their extent dark-gray quartzites 
or graywackes are notably abundant. Their color is almost everywhere 
due to carbonaceous matter, probably often graphitic, and the abundance 
of carbon in them must be regarded as a some·what notable and charac
teristic feature. These beds have also been recognized in ~he southern 
part of the \Vest Kootenay district and in the western portion of the 
Interior plateau of British Columbia. 

The Nisconlith series is believed, from its stratigraphical position and 
because of its lithological similarity, to represent in a general way ,the 
Bow River series of the adjacent and parallel Laramide range, but there 
is reason to thinlt that its upper limit is somewhat below that assigned 
on lithological grounds to the Bow Ri 'Ter series. 

Conformably overlying the Nisconlith in the Selkirk mountains, and 
blending with it at the junction to some extent, is the Selkirk series, 

*For descriptions of the fossils from these beds, the following authors may be referred to: 
C. Rominger, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila., 1887, pp. 12-Ul; C. D. IYalcott, Proc. U. 8. Nat. l\1us., 
1880, pp. ·141-446; J. F. Whiteaves, Cm1. Rec. Sci., 1892, vol. v, pp. 205-208; F. R. C. Reed, Geol. Mag., 
18!!0, Dec. 4, vol. vi, pp. 358-a61; G. F. l\Iatthews. Trans. Royal oc. Can., series 2, vol. v, sec. 4. 

t Annual Report Geol. Snrv. Can., vol. xi (X S.), p. 31 }). Ibid., vol. vii, p. 34 C. Heport Of 
Progress, Geol. Sun. Can., 1870-'80, p. 10 B. 

t Annual Report Geol. Surv. Can., vol. iv (N. S.), p. 31 B. Bull. Geol. Roe. Am., vol. ii, p. 170. An
nual Report Geol. Snrv. Can., vol. vii (N. S.), p. 31 R. Shn~wap map-sheet, Geol. Snrv. Can. 
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with an estimated thickness of 25,000 feet, consisting, where not rendered 
micaceou:::; by pressure, of gray atH1 greenish-gray schi:::;ts and quartzites, 
sometimes with conglomerates and occasional intercalations of bl~ckish 
argillites like those of the Nisconlith. These rocks are evidently in the 
main equivalent to the Castle Mountain group, representing that group 
as affected by the further and nearly complete substitution of clastic 
materials for the limestones of its eastern development. 

In the vicinity of Shuswap lakes and on the western border of the 
Interior plateau, the beds overlying the Nisconlith and there occupying 
the place of the Selkirk series are found to still further change their 
character. These rocks have been named the Adams Lake series.* They 
consist chiefly of green and gray chloritic, felspathic. sericitic, and s_ome
times nacreous schists, greenish colors preponderating in the lower and 
gray in the upper parts of the section. Silicious conglomerates are but 
rarely seen, and on following the eries beyond the flexures of the moun
tain region it is found to be represented by volcanic agglomerates and 
ash-beds, with diabases and other effu ive rocks, into which the passage 
may be traced by easy gradations.t The best sections are found where 
these materials hav~ been almost cornpletely foliated and much altered 
by dynamic metamorphism, but the approximate thickness of this series 
is again about 25,000 feet.j 

The upper part of the Cambria.n system, above the Bow River and Tis
conlith series, may thus be said to be represented chi.efly by limestones 
in the eastern part of the Laramide range, ca.lc-schists in the western part 
of the same range, quartzites, graywackes, and conglomerates in the Sel
kirk mountains, and by volcanic materials still further to the west. It 
is believed that a gradual passage exists from one to another of these 
zones, and that the finer ashymaterials of volcanic origin have extended in 
appreciable quantity eastward to what is now the continental watershed 
in the Laramide range. No contemporaneous volcanic materials have, 
however, been ob e1Ted in the underlying Bow River or Tisconlith series. 

The beds first definitely referred to the Cambriah in the Rocky Moun
tain region of Canada are tho e found near the International boundary 
in the vicinity of the South Kootenay pa ·s.§ These were further exam
ined at a later date, as described in the report of the Geological Survey 
of Canada for 1885.11 and some additional observations in regard to them 
are given by .Mr J. :\fcEvoy..~ 

*For the Selkirk and A dams Lake series ~ee rofereneP" above given for ::\"iseonlith o;erie~. 
t Annual Report, (;eol. Surv. Can., YOI. vii (X. S.), p. :3;, B. 
tComprisii1g greeni~h ·c•hbts 8,LOO fpet, gmyish 'whist;; 17,100 feet. In Bull. Geol. 'oc. Am., 

~ol. ii, p. 1G8, the thickne!'i~ i8 given in error at half the ahoYe. 
z Geology anrl Resonrces of the 49th Pamllel, p. 6S. Geol. :\fag., Deeade I l, vol. iii, p. 22:!. 

Pp. :-J9 B-42 B. 
11 Summary Report, Geol. Surv. Can., 1899, p. 97 A. 
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A thickness of at least 11,000 feet of sands tones and shales of red, gray, 
and greenish colon:;, frequently alternating and including several con
temporaneous trap flows, occurs between the Continental watershed and 
the Flathead river. This series has not been traced into connection with 
the sections preyiously described, bu_t it shows some resemblance to the 
Selkirk and Castle Mountain groups. The occurrence of blackish cal
careous argillites and sandstones at the base may indicate the presence 
of the Bow River series there, while a limestone at the top of the section 
in this part of the mou·ntains may prove to be that of the Castle Moun
tain group.* 

Along the eastern borders of the Coast ranges, in southern British Co
lumbia, is a Yery considerable Yolume of argillites with some limestone 
and altered volcanic products, all more or less schistose or slaty. These 
were originally described by Selwyn as the "Anderson River and Boston 
Bar group." t They may be Cambrian, but it has not yet been found 
possible to separate them from newer Paleozoic rocks with which they 
are as~ociated. 

Additional Cambrian areas will no doubt also eventually be defined 
in the far north, including some of the rocks met with on the Stikine 
and Dease rivers and in the Klondike district.t 

0RDOVICIAN AND 8ILURIAN 

As already noted, the upper part.of the Castle Mountain group in the 
Laramicle range contains fossils:referable to the Ordovician. In the same 
western part of the range, 1,500 feet or less of black shales lies above these , 
containing graptolites that have been~ referred to the Trenton-Utica 
fauna by Professor Lapworth.§ The same graptolitic fauna was found 
in 1887 on the Dease river, not far south of the 60th parallel of latitude.JJ 

Above the graptolitic beds in the Bow Pass section, is a thicknessof1,300 
feet or more of dolomites and quartziteB, containing Halysites catenulatus 
and a few ~other forms that are believed to be Silurian.~ 

The aboYe-mentiqned localities are the only ones in which Ordovician 
or Silurian rocks have been discovered in the entire region under review. 

DEVO~IAN 

East of the continental watershed, on the Bow pass, Mr l\fcConnell's 

*Annual Report, Geol. Surv. Can., vol. i (~. S. ), pp. 50 B, 51 B. 
t Ibid., vol. vii, pp. 38 B, 43 B. 
t Ibid., vol. iii (X S.), pp. 32 B, 94 B. ;summary Report, Geol. Surv. Can., 18!l!l, p. 18 A. 
e Annual Report, Geol. 8nrv. Can., vol. ii, (~. S.), p. 22 D. 
~Ibid., vol. iii, p. 95 B. 
~Ibid., vol. ii, p. 21 D. 
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section i::Jhows a thickness of 1,500 feet of brownish-weathering dolomitic 
limestones, named by him the Intermediate limestones, that from their 
fauna and position are described as Devonian.* They pass conformably 
upward into beds of the Banff series, which are regarded as Carboniferous 
in the main, although, tts so commonly occurs in the Rocky mountain 
region, they appear to contain also a certain number of forms usually 
referred to the Devonian. 

A few fossils supposed to be distinctively Devonian, have likewise 
been found in several other isolated localities in this Laramide range, 
and as the Devonian system is well characterized and persistent along 
the :Mackenzie river, as well as in the Manitoba region, it seems probable 
that a continuous zone of the same age may ultimately be traced through
out the eastern parts at least of the Laramide range. To the west of this 
range no distinct evidence of rocks of Devonian age has, however, been 
obtained, although it is quite probable that such rocks may yet be found 
as constituents of the lower part of the Cache Creek formation described 
below.t 

CARBONIFEROUS 

In describing the rocks of this period, it will be convenient first to refer 
to those of the Bow pass, continuing the general east-to-west order pre
viously followed, but premising that this is not the order in which the 
respective rock-series have actually been studied or named. 

The mountains of the eastern part of the Laramide range, in the 
vicinity of the Bow pass, are largely formed of the Banff Limestone 
series, having a thickness of about 5,100 feet. This is composed of two 
thicknesses of limestone, separated by one shaly zone, and the whole 
capped by a second zone of shales. The aggregate thickness of the shales 
is about 1,300 feet. Below the Banff series, in this part of the mountains, 
is the Intermediate limestone, already noted, and above it is the Earlier 
Cretaceous, resting upon it without any apparent unconformity.t Numer
ous fossils have been obtained from the lime tones, showing their position 
to he in the lower part of the Carboniferous system, passing below into 
Devono-Carboniferous.§ Limestones of the Banff series have now been 
recognized in many localities scattered along almost the entire length of 

*Ibid., vol. ii, p. 19 D. 
t The entire field of the Devonian in Canada has lately been reviewed l>y Dr J. F. Whiteavcs 

(see Presidential addres!', Section E, Am. A>:!'OC. A<iv. Sf'i., 1 '9!l). 
· t Annual Report, Geol. nrv. Can .. vol. ii (X. R.), p. 17 D. 

? The exi!'tence of ('arhoniferons and Devonian fossil~ in thi!< range was fir::;t matle known many 
ye:trs ago hy Dr (now Rir Jam<>~) He<'tor. Explumtiou of British. Xorth America, p. 239, Quart 
.Jour. Geol. Roe .. vol. vii, p. 4!:l. 
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the Laramide range in Canada, in which direction the conditions of dep
osition appear to have been uniform. 

Rocks of the Carboniferous period are probably present in several 
parts of the system of Gold ranges, but practically no paleontological 
evidence of their existence has yet been obtained.* 

Between these mountains and the Coast ranges, however, the Carbon
iferous is again well represented, but in a manner very different ·from that 
found in the Laramide range, for although limestones are still important, 
clastic rocks of various kinds, with great masses of contemporaneous 
volcanic materials, preponderate. These rocks occupy a considerable 
part of the Interior plateau of southern British Columbia, and run north
west,~~:ard, with practically identical characters, far into the Yukon dis
trict, probably to the eastern boundary of Alaska and beyond. 

Fossils referable to the Carboniferous period are found sparingly in 
a. sociation with them, particularly Fusulinm, and none of distinctively 
older or more recent date have been discovered. At the same time, it is 
not improbable that the series may include in its lower part beds older 
than the Carboniferous, and possible that its upper beds may be newer 
than those of that system. Its constant characters, however, render it 
appropriate to attach a distinctive name to the series, which has conse
quently been designated the Cache Creek series, with the understanding 
that should any part of it subsequantly be discovered to be separable 
paleontologically, the name will be retained for the Carboniferous portion· 
This name is, in fact, somewhat more important than a purely local one, 
being intended to denote a peculiar development of the Carboniferous 
system, well defined in its nature and characterizing a wide middle zone 
in the northern part of the Cordilleran belt, but of which the upper and 
lower limits still remain so mew hat indefinite. 

The name is one of those of Selwyn's preliminary classification, where 
Lower and Upper Cache Creek groups are described, the term" Marble 
Ca,nyon limestones" being given as an alternative for the latter. The 
division into lower and upper parts on lithological grounds is still rec
ognized, but later investigations and the pro\Ted Carboniferous age of 
both parts have since caused the whole to be referred to as a single great 
group.t 

The composition and approximate thickness of the Cache Creek strata 
are best known in the area of the Kamloops map-sheet, where it may 
be briefly characterized as follows: The lower division consists of argil
lites, generally as slates or schists, cherty quartzites or hornstones, vol-

*Summary Reports, t~eol. Surv. Can., 1895, p. 24 A; 1896, p. 22 A; 1897, p. 29 A. 
tSee Report of Progress, <leol. Surv. Can., 1871-'72, pp. 52, 60, 61; also Annual Report ' Geol. 

f:lttrv. (\tn., vol. vii (N. i::i.), p. 32 Bet seq. ' 

\ 
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canic materials with serpentine and interstrati:fied limestones. The 
volcanic materials are most abundaut in the upper part of this divi ion, 
largely constituting it. The minimum volume of the strata of this 
division is about 6,500 feet. The upper division, or Marble Canyon 
limestones, consists almost entirely of massive limestones, but ~ith 
occasional intercalations of rocks similar to those characterizing the 
lower part. Its volume is about 3.000 feet. 

The total thickness of the group in this region would therefore be 
about 9,.500 feet, and this is regarded as a minimum. The argillites are 
generally dark, often black, and the so-called cherty quartzites are prob
ably often silici:fied argillites. The volcanic members are usually much 
decomposed rliabases or diabase-porphyrites, both effusive and frag
mental, and have frequently been rendered more or less schistose by 
pressure. The serpentine beds are associated with these volcanic rocks, 
and have evidently resulted from the alteration of some of them. The 
limestones of both lower and upper divisions hold Fusulina and a few 
other distinctive Carboniferous fossils, but in the Marble Canyon lime
stone the most characteristic form is the large foraminifer known as· 
Loftusia col'ltmbiana, entire beds being made up fits debris.t 

Fusuline limestones have now been found in a number of places in 
the central zone of the Cordillera throughout the length of British Co
lumbia and beyond the 60th parallel, its northern boundary. \Vhere 
these occur the clastic and volcanic rocks associated with them may be 
definitely referred to the Cache Creek group, but in con equence of 
the great resemblance of its volcanic rocks to those of the Triassic 
(as mentioned later), it is often impossible, without close study, to 
define the area occupied by this group, and its separate mapping has 
only as yet been attempted in detail over comparatively small areas.! 

In the southern part of British Columbia, the Cache Creek group 
shows some evidences of littoral conditions toward the west Hlopes of 
the Gold ranges, probably indicating the existence of land areas there. 
ln this vicinity also the Campbell Creek beds, a somewhat peculiar 
development of argillites, graywackes, and amphibolites, occur.§ 

The granitic Coast ranges of British Columbia are much later in date 
of origin than the Carboniferous, but some of the highly altered beds 
now included in them or found along their margiBs are undoubtedly of 
that period. To th e west of these ranges, on Vancouver island and in 

*Ibid., p. 46 B. 
t Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc., vol. xxxv, p. 69. 
t Area included in the Kamloops and Shuswap map-sheets, covering together 12,800 squ&re 

miles. 
eAnnnal Report, Geol.' urv . . Cnn., vol. Yii ( 0 S.', p. 44)3. 
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its vicinity, as well as on the Queen Charlotte islands, are rocks very 
similar in composition to those of the Cache Creek of the interior, but 
still differing somewhat from these in aspect. They comprise lime
stones and volcanic accumulations preponderantly, with occasional 
zones of' argillite. The lime3tones are usually in the form of marbles, 
often coarsely crystalline, but from them a few fossils referred to the 
Carboniferous period have been obtained. The volcanic materials in
clude amygdaloids, agglomerates, and tuffs, but are often converted to 
schists, and sometimes become mica-schists or imperfect gneisses, as in 
the vicinity of Victoria. Their degree of alteration is very different 
locally, and their aspect consequently varies much from place to place, 
but on the whole they evidence conditions of deposition much like 
those of the Cache Creek group.* They have unfortunately not yet 
been made the subject of any detailed study, and they are again in
volved with Triassic strata closely resembling them in aspect. 

TRIASSIC 

In my report for 1877 t the existence in British Columbia of rocks 
shown by their fossils to be referable to the Triassic was made known, 
and these rocks, as developed in the Interior plateau region, were named 
the Nicola series or formation. This rests, at least in some places, un
conformably upon the Carboniferous, and no rocks representing the 
Permean period have been identified. The Nicola formation is, how
ever, chiefly composed of volcanic materials: the intercalated limestones 
or argillites in which fossils are occasionally found being few and far 
between. The greater part of its mass is undoubtedly Triassic, but the 
highest beds in a few places have yielded a small fauna that is referred 
by Professor Hyatt to the Lower J urassic. All the fossils are marine.t 

Partial sections of the Nicola formation have been obtained in a num
ber of places, but its study is attended with difficulty. owing to the very 
massive and uniform character of the most of its rocks, the region cov
ered by it being best characterized as one of'' greenstones." These rocks 
often closely resemble those of the Carboniferous, and in some places it 
is not easy to separate them, on the other hand, from the older Tertiary 
volcanic materials. Lithologically the rocks are chiefly altered diabases 
of green, gray, blackish, and purplish colors. In regard to state of ag
gregation, they comprise effusives (often amygdaloidal), agg~omerates, 
and tuffs, the latter showing evidence of subaqueous deposition through-

* Geol. l\1ag., Decade II, vol. viii, p. 219. 
t Report of Progres!', Geol. Surv. Can., 1877-'78. 
t Fossils of the Triassic rocks of British Columbia, J. F. White:wes, Contributions to Canadian 

Paleontology, vol. i, part 2. Annual Report, Geol. Surv. Can., vol. vii (N. R.), p. 49 B et seq. 
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out the entire series. The tuffs are occasionally calcareous, and there 
are some thin and probably irregular beds of limestone, with infrequent 
layers of argi.llite. The most complete section so far obtained is one on 
the Thompson river, showing a total thickness of 13,590 feet; another 
near Nicola lake gives a probable minimum of 7,500 feet, and in both 
places more than nine-tenths of the whole is of volcanic origin. 

The Nicola formation, with the characteristics above noted, is well de
veloped in the central parts of the Interior plateau of British Columbia, 
and it probably extends far to the north in the same belt of country be
tween the Coast and Gold ranges, but in the general absence of paleon
tological evidence, can not there as yet be separated, even locally, from 
the Paleozoic.* 

To the west of the Coast ranges, and now entirely separated from the 
Nicola formation by the granitic mass of these ranges oflater age, Triassic 
rocks are again found largely developed in the Queen Charlotte islands 
and on Vancouver island. They were described and identified in the 
Queen Charlotte islands in 1878, and in 1885, when again found cover
ing large areas in the northern part of Vancouver island, were defined 
as the Vancouver series.t 

These rocks closely resemble those of the Nicola formation, with which 
they may probably at the time of their deposition have been continuous. 
The series is built up for the most part of volcanic materials, now in 
the state of altered diabases and felsites, but amygdaloidal, agglomeratic, 
or tuffaceous in character. Ordinary sedimentary materials, such as 
argillites, limestones, and felsites, are, however, more abundant than in 
the Nicola formation. These probably recur at several different hori
zons, but in the northern part of Vancouver island they are known to 
form an important zone, with a thickness of about 2,500 feet.t Marine 
fossils are abundant in some of these beds. 

This group is of great thickness, b\lt no trustworthy figures can yet 
be given for it. It is associated often with the very similar rocks of the 
Carboniferous period, already referred to as existing in the same ora
graphic belt, and it yet remains to draw a distinct line between the two 
series. Following the coastal region north ward, rocks pretty clearly 
referable to this formation have been noted in several places among the 
Alaskan islands as far up as ·Lynn canal. 

To the north of the 56th degree of latitude, it would appear that the 

*Annual Report, Geol. Surv. Can., vol. iii (N. S.), p. 33 B. 
t Report of Progress, Geol. Surv. Can., 1878-'79, p. 49 B. Annual Report, Geol. Surv. Can., vol. 

· (X S) 7 Bet seq. The rocks named the Sooke series, in 1876, may probably also be included 
~ 1 

t'-J · v' ' p. er ser·r· e~ Report of Progress, Geol. Surv. Can., 1 76-'77, pp. 98-102. rn 1e ancouv · · . 
t The same zone is probably represented in the southern part of the Queen Charlotte Islands, 

XII-Bur.L. GF.OL. oc. A~r.. VoL. 12, 1900 
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'\·iassic sea extended eastward, without important interruption, across 
the entire Cordilleran region, as marine fossils like those of the Van
<.ouver group have been found not only on the Stikine (in the trend of 
1he Nicola formation), but also on the Liard, Peace, and Pine rivers in 
1he Laramide range.* In the last-named range, however, there is no 
evidence of contemporaneous volcanic action, which~ it is probable, did 
not extend so far to the eastward. 

Following the Laramide range south ward from the occurrences last 
tlluded to, there is a considerable interval in which no Triassic rocks 
'1ave been recognized, after which, in the vicinity of the 49th parallel, 
:t series of red sandstones and shales, with buff magnesian grits, three or 
··our hundred feet thick, is found. This caps a number of the higher 
nountain ridges and was assigned by me in 1875 to the Triassic. It is 
)elieved to represent the northern extremity of the deposits of the Tri-

~ .tssic Mediterranean that occupied so large a part of the \Vestern states 
tnd which must have been separated from the open- sea by land barriers 
)f some width.t 

CRETACEOUS 

Apart from the beds capping the Nicola formatiou, to which allusion 
b.as been mad8, no strata distinctly referable to the J urassic have been 
found in the Rocky Mountain region of Canada. \Vherever their rela
tions have been determined, the Cretaceous rocks lie unconformably on 
the Nicola and Vancouver formations, and it seems probable that this 
unconformity represents the greater part of the J urassic period. It is 
proper, however, to r::~tate that the lower measures here included in the 
Cretaceous are still by some authorities called J urassic; but it is be
lieved that the paleontological evidence, when compared with the best 
recognized general standards (and not merely with local isolated devel
opments to which a Jurassic age happens to have been assigned), is 
overwhelmingly in favor of the Cretaceous reference.t 

There is in the region here treated of an important Earlier Cretaceous 
series of rocks, mostly of marine origin, the distribution of which shows 

*Annual Report, Geol. Snrv_ Can., vol. iii (N. S.), p. 54 B. Ibid., vol. iv, p. lD D. R<•port of 
Progress, Geol. Surv. Cttn., 1875-'76, p. 97. Bull. Geol. f:!oc. Am., vol. v, p. 122. 

t Geology and Resouree~; of 49th Parallel, 1875, P- 71. 'l'rans. Royal Soc. Can., vol. i, sec. i v, p. 14~ 
et seq. 

t Cf. Whiteaves: Mesozoic FoRsils, vol. i, part iv, HJUO. 
In a late articl~ in the Journal of Geolo~y (?hicag?), vol. viii, pp. 245-258, Mr w. N. Logrm 

gronpsthe Jnrasi<JC be<lr:; found at the summ1t of the Nwola group (not at ·ieola lake) with partR 
of the Queen Charlotte and Koot:mie formations, here described as Earlier CretaceonR, and which 
we have found no reason to separate from the rest of that series, calling the whole Jurassic B 
so doing he gives t~ lttrge part of the area of the Earlier Cretaceous sea to the J umssic, in a m a: 
ner which I believe to I.Je incorrect (cf. Am. Jour. Flci., vol. xxxviii, p. 121). 
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that (except in the southern part of Briti~h Columbia.), the Pacific at this 
time, as in the later Triassic, extf'nded 'to the eastward quite across the 
Cordilleran belt. In different parts of the region these rocks have been 
included under two names-the Queen Charlotte Islands and Kootanie 
formations. The former, applied at first particularly to the Earlier Cre
taceous of th~ coast, has been extended to cover that of the whole west
ern part and interior of the Cordillera. The latter is used to denote the 
Earlier Cretaceous of the Laramide range and its vicinity, which differs 
considerably in character.* 

In the Queen Charlotte i:::Jlands we have the clearest succe:;sion of beds 
and the largest and best studied representation of marine organic re
mains. The entire Cretaceous section as known on these islands is u.s 
follows, in descending order: t 

(A) Upper shales and sandstones .................. ..... 1,500 feet. 
(B) Coarse conglornerales...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,000 " 
(C) Lower shales and sandstones (with coal)... . . . . . 5,000 " 
(D) Agglomerates. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,500 " 
(E) Lower sandstones.............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,000 " 

13,000 feet. 

It is the three lower members of this section that are regarded as com
posing the Queen Charlotte Islands formation. Subdivision C contains 
the greater number of fossils, eighty-nine species of invertebrates having 
no\V been described from it.! and most of the forms found in subdi
vision E are identical with these. The intervening agglomerate , of vol
canic origin, may be local, and in any case probably represent but a 
comparatively short pace of time. The overlying subdi,·i ions, A and B, 
are believed to be Upper Cretaceous and approximately equivalent to 
the Niobrara, Benton, and Dakota of the interior portions of North 
America. 

r n the southern part of British Columbia, east of the Uoast ranges 
(which are at least in great part of sub ·equent origin), the Earlier Cre
taceous rocks of the Queen Charlotte islands are .represented in the 
Tatlayoco beds (7,000 feet), Nechacco bedH (6,000 feet), Skeena beds, 
SkaO'it beds (4,400 feet or more), and Jackass ~fountain beds (·5,000.feet). 
The;e inland terra.nes of the southwe:ltern part of British Columbia are 
clearly comparable with the "Shasta group" of California and Oregon, 
and the faunn. most abundantly repre:;ented in then1 is that of the Knox-

*Th{' facts in reganl to the~e ro~ks Rre some\\ hat fully summarizP(l in Am. Jour. Sci., vol. 
xxxviii, p. 120 et ·eq., atHl in Annua~ Heport. Ueol. 8n.l'\'. ('an., vol. vii (X. R), 1894, p. U2 Bet seq., 
where nnmerons referenCl'S to the hteratnre may lw tonnd. 

t }{eport of Progress, (Teol. Su~·v. Ctm .. 18i8-~i!l, p. H:l B. 
t :'lfesozoic Fossils, vol. i, part IV (l!JOO), p. 30..>. 
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ville or lower division now made of that group, the characteristic Aucella 
of which is often the commonest fossil.* In the northern part of the 
province, between the 55th and 58th parallels of latitude, rocks chiefly 
referable to this period have lately been found to characterize a wide area 
of country east of the Coast ranges, and here, as well as in the south, 
they frequently hold coal. 

On Tatlayoco lake, the beds of the same name are found to be under
lain in apparent conformity by rocks of volcanic origin, to which the 
name "Porphyrite series" was originally applied.t No fossils have been 
found in these, but the similarly constituted Iltasyouco beds (latitude 
53°) contain molluscs that are now referred by Dr \Vhiteaves to the 
Queen Charl~tte formation.! Ash beds containing similar fossils have 
been discovered on the Skeena to the east of the Coast ranges, and it is 
thus evident that vulcanism played an important part in this Earlier 
Cretaceous time, not only in the Queen Charlotte islands, but also further 
to the eastward. 

Fossils representing the same Earlier Cretaceous period have been found 
in late years far to the north, in the Yukon basin, on the Lewes river, 
and on the Porcupine, beyond the Arctic circle.§ 

The Kootanie formation was so named and characterized as Lower 
Cretaceous, because of its peculiar flora, by Sir J. ~rm. Dawson in 1885.11 
It represents the Earlier Cretaceous of the Laramide region in Canadian 
territory, and has since been found to extend a considerable distance into 
Montana. Its typical area is separated from the Cretaceous of the wes
tern part of British Columbia by the Selkirk and other rauges that ap
pear to ha.ve existed as dry land at this time. It no doubt blends with 
the Queen Charlotte formation further to the north, and it may event
ually be found that no useful line can be maintained between the two 
formations. The Kootanie seems, however, to have been for the most 
part deposited in a fresh or brackish water basin, and for some years 
scarcely any marine forms were known to occur in it.~ A. number of 

*Annual Report, Geol. 8urv. Can., vol. vii (N. S.), p. 64 B. 
tGeol. Mag., Decade II, vol. iv, July, 18i7. 

t Originally described as Jnrassic. See Geol. l\1ag., Decade II, vol. \'iii, p. 218, and Dr Whiteaves on 
the" Cretaceous sy::;tem in Canada," 'l'rans. Roy. Soc. Can., vol. xi, sec. iv (1893). For descriptions 
of invertebrate fossils of the Cretaceous, see especially the following works by Dr ,J. F. Whiteaves : 
~;esozoic Fossils, vol. i, p:n:ts 1, 2,. a, and 4 ;. C.ontributions t~ Canadia~ Paleontology, vol. i, part 

2
; 

lrans. Roy. Soc. Can., vol. 1, sec. IV, p. 81; 1b1d. ( econd senes), vol. I, pp. 101, 119. 
e Annual Report, Geol. Surv. Can., vol. iii (N. S.), p. 36 B. Jbid., vol. ix, pp. 21 D, 124 D. et se 
11 Science, vol: v, p. 531. '!'raw. Roy. Soc. Can., vol. iii, sec. iv. For descriptions of Cretaceot{~ 

plants Ree partiCu~arly the followin~ ?apers by S!r J. W~. Dawson, in Trans. Roy. Soc. Can.: Cre
taceous and Tert1ary Floras of Bnt1sh Columbia, vol. 1 (1882); Mesozoic Floras of the Rock 
Mou-ntain Region, vol. iii (1 95); Correlation of Early Cretaceons Floras, etc., vol. x (1892); Xf\;: 
Cretaceous plants from Vancouver Island, vol. xi (1893). 

Annual Report, Geol .. 'nrv. Can., vol. i (N. 8.), p. lfl2 B. 
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marine molluscs have, however, since been fou~1d at the base of the for
mation, in the Devils Lake deposits, not far north of the Bow river, and 
these Dr \\'hiteaves has provisionally referred to the age of the fossil
iferous beds of Queen Charlotte islands, thus apparently confirming 
the general correlation already indicated by the fossil plants. 

t'he Kootanie consists of alternating sandstones and shales with some 
thin bands of limestone toward the base and holding in parts of its ex
tent numerous and thick seams of bituminous and anthracite coal, the 
latter occurring where it has been closely included in the mountain fold
ing. Its thickness is about 7,000 feet, including only that part of the 
general section characterized by its fossils. Above this is a thickness of 
4,000 or 5,000 feet. largely made up of conglomerates that are supposed 
to represent the Dakota group. 

Conglomerates occupying about the same stratigraphical position in 
the Queen Charlotte islands have already been alluded to, and similar 
important conglomerates attached to or closely associated with the 
Earlier Cretaceous have been found in many places on the mainland of 
British Columbia and northward to the Yukon district. These con
glomerates appear throughout to be approximately contemponmeous 
and are believed to be of more than local significance. They evidently 
mark a time of wide subsidence and of shorelines advancing on the 
land, and it was at this time that the Cretaceous Dakota sea spread itself 
eastward across the interior plain of the continent. 

rn the Fraser valley east of the Coast ranges, in addition to the occur
rence of the conglomerates, the existence of beds of about the period of 
the Dakota is shown by the discovery of a few fossil plants;* but no 
evidence of higher members of the Cretaceous has been found in the 
inland region to the west of the Selkirks, although it is probable that 
such members are represented further north, in the Yukon district. 

From a systematic point of view, it appears to be desirable to confine 
the Earlier Cretaceous~ or Queen Charlotte formation, to rocks belo\v the 
Dakota; but it will be understood that, over a considerable part of the 
inland country, the earlier rocks are intimately associated with those of 
about Dakota age, and tha~ where those of still later date are not pres. 
ent the most natural break, and one coinciding with some notable 

' physical change, would be above the Dakota. 
Beds referred to the Upper Cretaceous t in the Queen Charlotte Islands 

section have already been alluded to. Collectively it is suppo ed that 
the two upper members of that section represent the Dakota, Benton, 

*Annual Report, Geol. urv. Cnn., vol. vii (:". :-l.), p. 148 B. 
t For references in regard to the Upper Cretaeeous see GPol. .\1ag., Decade IT, vol. viii, p. ~lfi; :\I so 

Am. Jour. ci., vol. xxxix (1~!10', p. 180 et seq. 
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and Kiohrara. In following the coast southeastward from the Queen 
Charlotte islands, the local base of the Cretaceous rocks is found at 
progressiYely higher horizons in that system. The two lowest members 
of the Queen Charlotte section are wanting in the northern part of Van
couver island, and farther on, in the Comox and Nanaimo coal fields, the 
base of the measures is approxima.tely equivalent to the highest part 
of the Queen Charlotte Islands section. 

The Cretaceous section at Comox has been divided on Ethological 
grounds into seven, that at Nanaimo into three, members by Mr J. 
Richardson. 'Vhile unnecessary to refer to these in detail here, it may 
be stated that they correspond pretty closely, and that the well marked 
and abundant fauna and flora of the Upper Cretaceous of the coast of 
British Columbia characterizes the four lower subdivisions at Nanaimo 
and the two lower subdivisions at Comox, the thickness of the strata 
being estimated at 2,71.5 and 2,020 feet respectively. These subdivisions 
ha\·e been united under the name of the Nanaimo group,* and this is 
helie,·ed to be almost exactly equivalent to the Chico of California and 
at least approximately to the Pierre of the Great plains. At both 
Nanaimo and Comox the workable coal seams occur in the lowest sub
divit:lion of this group. 

As already noted, bed~ referable to the Upper or later Cretaceous are 
known to occur in the far north. The fossils indicate a horizon at least 
as high as that of the Benton, and it is very probable that further in
vestigation may disclose the existence of a complete ascending series, 
like that found in the Laramide range and its adjacent foothills to the 
cast. 

In the Laramide range, the Upper Cretaceous includes representatives 
of all the Cretaceous groups of the Great plains, but generally with more 
111assive developments and altered characters, resulting from proximity 
to an extensive land surface to the westward, fwm which abundant and 
often coarse sediments were deri ,·ed. This is particularly notable in the 
case of the Dakota:, to which allusion has already been made in connec
tion with the Kootanie. It may here be added that contemporaneous 
volcanic materials, with a thickness of over 2,000 feet in one locality, 
ha,·e been found in this group ~n the eastern part of the Crows K est pass.t 

The aggregate thickness of the Upper Cretaceous in the southern part 
of the Laramide range (including the lower portion of the Laramie, which 
may be reganled as Cretaceous) is found to be about 10,000 feet.t It is 
unnecessary, however, to do more than allude to this section here, as it is 

*Am. Jour. ,' ci., loc. cit. 
t Annual Report, Geol. Surv. Can., vol. i (N. 8.), p. G9 B. 
t lhirl., p. HiG B. 
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more properly to be regarded as the western margin of the Cretaceous of 
the plains than as characteristic of the Cordilleran region. Its characters 
have been, moreover, quite adequately summarized elsewhere, particu
larly by Dr \Vhiteaves in his paper previously referred to. 

The Laramie is regarded as a series transitional between the Cretaceous 
and Tertiary, and in the Laramide range and its foothills passes up from 
a brackish-water to a purely fresh-water deposit. No beds probably 
referable to this time have been found between this range and the Pacific 
coast in the entire southern part of British Columbia, but in the extreme 
north of that province, some deposits appare~1tly referable to the Upper 
Laramie occur,* while it is also present in considerable Yolume in parts 
of the Yukon district.t 

On the Pacific c0ast, the Puget group of \Vashington has been referred 
'vith probability to the period represented by the Laramie, and rocks of 
this group have a somewhat extensive development about the estuary of 
the Fraser, with a thicknes of at least 3,000 feet. They appear to haye 
been deposited in fresh or brackish water, and hold some beds oflignite.t 
The upper subdivisions of the Nanaimo and Comox sections, from which' 
no distinctive organic remains have yet been obtained, may also prove 
to represent the Puget group, or the marine Tejon of California, which 
is perhaps no lower. 

'TERTIARY 

It has been convenient to refer to the r~aramie as a whole in connec
tion with the Cretaceous, although the Upper Laramie is regarded as 
Eocene. The Puget beds of the Fraser estuary and Burrard inlet, just 
alluded to, have always been described as Tertiary, and were for a long 
time regarded as Miocene. 

Subsequent to the Cretaceous period and the great orogenic movements 
that accompanied its close, the physical conditions in the Rocky Moun
tain reo·ion of Canada became much more like those existing today. The 

b 

Eocene appears for the most part to have been a time of denudation,§ but 
later Tertiary deposits occur in many places and often in extensive de
velopment. On the coast these are usually marine, b1.It no marine beds 
have been found to the east of the Coast ranges, although it seems possible 
that evidence may yet be found in the north of the extension of the sea at 
this tim~ as far east as the upper Canadia n portion of the Yukon basin. 

*Ibid., vol. vii, p. a5 C. 
t [bid., vol. iii, p. 149 B. . . , 
t Am. Jour. Sci., vol. xxxiv, p. 1 2. For descnptwns of plants ~ee frans. Royn.l Soc. Ctm., second 

series vol. i sec. iv (1895), P· 1::15. 
e 'l'r;n .... H~yn.I Sol'. Can., vol. viii, sec. iv, p. 11 . 
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The Tertiary sediments of the interior are chiefly those oflake basins, large 
or small, but the great mass of the 'rertiary rocks is composed of volcanic 
materials, a circumstance accounting for the general paucity of organic 
remains, which, together with the isolated positions of the known fossil
iferous lo~alities, renders it very difficult to build up a satisfactory and 
connected section of the Tertiary formations.* 

Some progress has, however, been made in this respect, particularly 
in the southern part of the Interior plateau of British Columbia, where 
the following scheme, which may be taken as a term of reference for the 
whole inland region, has been arrived at.t The order is descending: 

Feet 
Lata Miocene. Upper Volcanic group (maximum thickness) .............. . . 3,100 

Tranqnille beds (maximum thickness)...................... 1,000 
Em·lier Miocene. Lower Volcanic group (maximum thickness apart from 

centers of eruption).... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5,300 
Oligocene. Coldwater group (at Hat creek) . . . . . . . . . . . 5,000 

14,400 

Beginning with the oldest member of the above section, it may be ex
plained that more or less isolated series of beds in di~erent parts of the 
Interior plateau region have lately been classed together provisionally 
as the Coldwater group. These resemble each other lithologically, and 
all appear to antedate the beginning of Tertiary volcanic action in this 
part of the region. One of their developments, from which the greatest 
number of fossils has been derived, has frequently been referred to in 
earlier publications as the "Similkameen beds," but the name Cold water 
group is preferred as a general one, including these as a local develop
ment. From the Similkameen beds, plants, insects, and a few fish re
mains have been obtained. These have been described by Sir J. 'Vm. 
Dawson, Dr S. H. Scudder, and Professor E. D. Cope, who agree in 
referring them with probability to the Oligocene. The fish is an Amyzon, 
like that from the Amyzon beds of Oregon.! Much farther north, on 
the Horsefly river, a tributary of the Quesnel, well preserved remains 
of another fish of the same genus have been found, and again in asso
ciation with similar plant remains. Elsewhere plants only, or a few 
insects, have been discovered. 

rrhe deposits of the Cold water group consist of conglomerates, shales, 
and sandstones which not infrequently hold beds of lignite or, as at the 

*For earlier references to the Tertiary deposits of tho region, see Geol. 1\iag., Deca<ie II, vol. 
viii foot·notes to pp. 158, 162. 

t ~nnnal Report, Geol. Snrv. Can., vol. vii (N. S. ), p. 76 B. Detailed descriptions of the several 
groups in the southern part of British Columbia are also given in this report. 

t Tertiaryplants of the Similkameen river; Tran . RoyR.I Soc. CR.n., vol. viii, sec. iv {18!JO), p. 75. 
Contributions to Cn.n. Pal., vol. ii, pn.rt i. Proc. AcR.d. Nat. Rei. Phi!., Yol. xlv (1893), p. 401. 
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junction of the Cold water and Nicola ri,·ers, bituminous coal. At the 
base the conglomerates are often rough and coarse, composed of the local 
underlying rock~. upon which they res.t irregularly, but above these, in 
Heveral places in the southern part of the Interior plateau, are thick beds 
of well rolled and generally small pebbles derived for the nwst part from 
the cherty beds of the Cache Creek formation. The sandstones and 
shales are usually pale·colored, gray, buff, or drab, except where they 
become carbonaceous .* 

Speaking of the southern part of British Columbia, where the Tertiary 
deposits have been examined with some care, it appears that the beds 
of the Cold water group were, at least locally, disturbed and subjected to 
considerable erosion before the deposition of the overlying materials as
signed to the Miocene. These are almost entirely of volcanic origin, 
and over a considerable area they admit of separation into lower and 
upper volcanic groups, between which are the water-laid Tranquille beds. 

The principal volcanic vents of the early Miocene appear to have been 
situated near to an(l parallel with the inland border of the Coast ranges, 
their denuded remnants being now found in the Clear mountains, Il
gachuz mountain, etcetera. Both effusive and fragmental rocks are 
represented in the products of this period, which, petrographically 
considered, consist chiefly of augite-porphyrites, of gray, greenish, and 
purplish colors, with smaller amounts of mica-porphyrites, picrite-por
phyrites, etc. These generally form massive beds, and are now found in
clined in many places at angles as high as 30 degrees from the horizontal, 
although to what extent this may represent the natural slope of deposi
tion and in how far it may be due to subsequent movement is often 
indeterminate. 

rrhe Tranquille beds consist generally of beddecl tuffd, and are usually 
pale in color. They occasionally contain plant remains and some thin 
beds of coal or lignite, as at Kamloops.t The upper volcanic group is 
composed for the most part of basalts and basalt-breccias, with smaller 
quantities of various porphyrites, mica-trachyte, and mica-andesite. 
The basalts often occur in horizontal flows of great extent, their eruption 
having marked the closing stage of the great Tertiary period of vulcanism. 
Their sources may have been numerous and local, and they are often 

----
*'!'he Kcnai formation of Dall, found in some parts of Alaska, is believed by Dall to be either 

Oli ocene or Eocenc. The statement, however, that the Kenai is also ''widely spread in British 
f'ol~mbia, is too comprehensive. It may be supposed to refer to formations like that here de
scribed, widely separated geographically and differing_ in conditions of <.lep_o ition from_ the typi
cal Kenai of C'ouks inlet. In such a case the elevatiOn of a local formatlonal name mto a re
gional chronological term is in no way helpful and should, I think, be deprecated. ( ee Bull. 
~o. 84, U. s. Geol. Survey, Annual Heport, U. S. Geol. urvey, 1895-'96, part i, p. 481. Ibid., 
18!l6-'!l7, part ii, p. 345.) .. 

t Annual Report, Geol. SLHV. C'an. (~. S.}, vol. vu, p. 1G9 B. 

X rr-Bur.r .. (.;r.or .. Soc. A~r.. V or,. 12, 1900 
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fonnd forming a comparatiYely thin sheet that lies directly on the de
nude<l surface of the older rocks without the intervention of any of the 
earlier members of the Tertiary. As these wide basaltic flows are in most 
cases known to antedate the great period of river erosion assigned to tho 
Pliocene, they are supposed to be of later Miocene age. It is, of course, 
possible that local eruptions of more recent date may ·have occurred, 
but only one instance of a comparatively recent or postglaciallava flow 
has so far been found in the entire Cordilleran region of Canada. 'I'his 
is in the valley of the N asse river.* 

In the northern interior of British Columbia, lake deposits have been 
found, in some places, blending above with volcanic materials and capped 
by horizontal basalts, the whole being very probably referable to the 
l\Iiocene. In other places, both in British Columbia and in the Yukon 
district, local flows of basalt are found which may belong either to the 
Miocene or to the Pliocene. The same is true of isolated basalt patches 
in the Kettle River country in the southen part of British Columbia 
and in East Kootenay. On the Nechacco river and elsewhere, Tertiary 
shales or clays, with sandstones, of indeterminate horizon are also found. 
It will be many years before all these deposits can be investigated and 
classified, and it may never be possible to assign an exact position to 
some of them ip the general series. The great paucity, amounting almost 
to a complete absence, of the remains of the higher vertebrates being 
particularly unfortunate in this respect. 

In the southern part of the Interior plateau of British Columbia, 
small areas have been found of sediments that are supposed to belong 
to the early Pliocene,-f but no fossils have been obtained from them. 
On the Horsefly river, however, overlying the Oligocene beds already 
referred to in slight but distinct unconformity, and underlying the 
boulder-clay, is a deposit of yellowish and in part'' cemented" gravels, 
to which a Pliocene age may be assigned with some confidence.! These 
gravels are worked for gold, and branches and stems of trees found in 
the workings have been determined by Professor D. P. Penhallow to 
represent Seqnoia gigantia, S. semperv-irens, Junipen~s californica, Onpressus 
?nacrocarpa, Thnya gigantia, and P.icea sitchensis.§ 

The presence of such an assemblage of trees in the inland region 
north of latitude 52°, indicates the existence of physical and climatic 
conditions very different from those now existing there and still more 
unlike those of the intervening glacial period, while the species them
se] ves are still living ones. 

*Summary 1-teport, Geol. Surv. Can., 1893, p. 14 A. 
tAnnual Report, Geol. Surv. Can., vol. vii (N. S.), p. 74 B. 
t Ibid., p. 26 A. 
e Theso <letermination" have not previon~ly been pnhli:-<hed. 
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Similar yellow gravel~ have been found oi1 the Upper Fra.ser and on 
it~ tributary, the Blaclnvater, in several places, and it is probable that 
they are somewhat widespread in this district.* It is very possible that 
they are at least approximately synchronous with the old auriferous 
preglacial stream gravels of the Cariboo mountains, and are also of the 
same age with the ''yellow gravels" of the At! in district. 

The Tertiary deposits of the Coa~t region of British Colu111 bia are 
wholly separated from those of the interior by the physical barrier of 
the Coast ranges. They are interesting, but not of great extent, occur
ring in isolated patches and not forming. as they do farther to the south, 
a nearly continuous border to the continent. The sedimentary beds 
are for the most part of marine origin, and are still found near the level 
of the sea, little disturbed or altered. 

Sandstones holding marine shells occur at Sooke, on the ~outhern 
coast of Vancouver island. These beds were first described by l\Ir J. 
Richardson.t :\Ir J. C. l\f erriam has since studied the foRsils

1 
and they 

appear to be referable to the Upper Miocene or Pliocene (" ~liddle Neo
cene ").! Farther west, on the same coast, are the Carmanah beds, con
sisting of sandstoncs, shales, and conglomerates. These are referred by 
the same author to the'' Astoria Miocene "§or Astoria group, and are 
recognized as older than the Sooke bed~. A remarkable bird, Cypho·rnis 
magnus, had previously been described by Cope from the Cannanah 

· beds, and this he state:.; i~ not older than Eocene nor later than Oligo- · 
cene.,ll Plant remains also occur, but they have not so far been studied. 
Elsewhere on the we~t coa 't of Va,ncou ver island and farther north 
.·mall patches of Tertiary rock' are found, which ha\·e not yet been ex
amined, and from which no fossils have been obtained. 

The most important development of Tertiary rocks on the coast is 
that forming the northeastern part of Graham island, the northern mem
ber of the Queen Charlotte group. The considerable tract of land under
lain by these rocks is relatively low, and most of the prominent rock 
masses consist of basalt with some volcanic materials of a less basic 
character, and in one place obsidian, ftagmental as well as effusi ,.e rocks 
being represented. In a few places, underlying sandstones and shales 
come to the surface, sometimes holding lignite, and at one locality ma
rine shells are abundantly represented. TheHe have been examined by 

* Ann~al Report, Geol. Surv. Can, \'O I. Yii (~. R.), p. ~il .\; al;;o Report of Progre;;!", Geol. Sun. 
Can., 1875:-' 7G, pp. :lG:~, :!64. , , _. ,__ , 
~Report of Progre;;;;, (}eo!. , urv .. ?an., ,18 lli- : 1, p. 190. , ' . . . . . 
t Bull. Univ. Cal., G-eology, vol. u, no. a, p. 1!,1; Proc. tal. Acad. Se1., tlnnl f<enM, , ol. 1, no. G, 

p. 175. 

?. Op. eit. · • • 'l'l I . l . I ·1 l f . ~.Jour. :\cad. X:tt. :-\ei. !'hila., rol. IX, p. nn.. te Hn '"' <, escn le< r?m a ~mgle Lone. The 
PX:wt lontlity j,., not )l;il·en in th<· paper, not bemg known to Cope at the time. 
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Dr. 'Vhiteaves. They include a number of still living forms, but may 
be regarded as Pliocene or later Miocene.* 

PHYSICAl, HrsTOR Y oF ·ruE REGION 

It will now be endeavored to briefly review the orographic changes 
and the conditions of deposition of which the geological column gives 
evidence-in other words, to touch in outline the main facts of the phys
ical history of the Rocky Mountain region of Canada. 

As for the Archean, it need only be said that here, as in most parts 
of the world, we find beneath any rocks that can be assigned to the Cam
brian in the most extended sense of that term, and apparently separated 
from these rocks by a great break and unconformity, a crystalline series 
or ''fundamental complex,, composed of plutonic rocks with highly 
metamorphosed and vanishing sedimentary rocks in seemingly inex
tricable association. The similarity of this basal series in different parts 
of the world is so great as apparently to imply world-wide and approx
imately contem poraneoue. conditions, of a kind perhaps differing from 
any that ca.n ha.ve occurred at later periods. The region here described is 
not, however, an ideal one for the study of these Archean rocks, because of 
the extreme metamorphism by which much newer formations have often 
been affected in it; nor has any series yet been defi.necl that appears here 
to bridge the gap between the A rchean and the strata that may with pro
priety be attached to the Cam brian. 

In the earlier series of deposits assigned to the Cambrian, we discoYer 
e\·idence of a more or less continuous land area occupying the position 
of the Gold ranges and their northern repre.:;entatiYes and aligned in a 
general north westerly direction. The Archean rocks were here under
going denudation, and it is along this axis that they are still chiefly ex
posed, for although they may at more than one time have been entirely 
buried beneath accumulating strata, they have been brought to the sur
face again by succeeding uplift:; and renewed denudation. vVe find here 
in effect~ an A rchean axis or gea11ticline that constitutes, I believe, th~ 
key to the structure of this entire region of the Cordillera. To the east 
of it lies the Laramide geosyncline (with the conception of which Dana 
has familiarized us), on the west another and wider geosyncline, to which 
more detailed allusion will be made later. 

Conglomerates in the Bow River series indicate sea margins on the east 
side of this old land, but these are not a marked feature in the Nisconlith 
or corresponding series on its western side. Fossils have so far bee!~ 
discovered only in the upper part of the Bow River series, but the preva-

* 8et> Report of Progress, Geol. Snrv. Can., 18i8-' 7U, p. !57 R. 
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lence of carbonaceous and calcareous material (particularly in the Niscon
lith) appears to indicate the abundant presence of organisms of some kind 
at this time. 

Although no evidence has been found of any great physical break, 
the conditions indicated by the upper half of the Cambrian are very dif
ferent from those of the lower. Volcanic materials, due to local eruptions, 
were accumulated in great mass in the region bordering on the Archean 
axh:~ to the west, while on the east materials of this kind api)ear to be 
mingled with the preponderant Hhore deposits of that side of the Archean 
land, and to enter sparingly into the composition of the generally calca
reous sediments lying still farther eastward. \Vhere these sediments 
now appear in the eastern part of the Laramide range they are chiefly 
limestone, indicating marine deposition at a considerable distance from 
any land. 

The history of the Ordovician, Silurian, and Devonian times is very 
imperfectly known. Marine conditions still pre,·ailed to the eastward 
of the ArchAan axis and were probably continuous there, but our knowl
edge of the region to the west, while as yet almost entirely negative in 
its character, is not sufficiently complete to enable us to assume the ex
istence of any extensive land area in that quarter. In the DeYonian the 
sea is known to have covered a great area in the interior of the continent, 
extending far to the north in the l\Iackenzie basin, and it appears prob
able that considerable portions of the western part of the Cordilleran 
region were also submerged, particularly to the north. 

A bout the beginning of the Carboniferous period and thence onward 
the evidence becomes much more satisfactory and complete. In the 
earlier part of the Carboniferous, marine sediments, chiefly limestones, 
were laid down everywhere to the east of the Archean axis, while to the 
west of that axis (which was probably in large part itself submerged) 
ordinary clastic deposits, mingled with contemporaneous Yolcanic ma
terials, were formed, tranquil epochs being marked by the intercalation 
of occasional limestone beds. It i ·not clearly a.pparent from what land 
the clastic ma.terial' were deri \'ed, but the area of vulcanism at this time 
was yery great, co,·ering the entire western part of British Columbia to 
the edge of the continental plateau and. as n~w lo~own, extending north
westward into Alaska and southward to Cahforma. 

In the later time of the Carboniferous, however, the volcanic forces 
declined in their activity, and a great thick ne s of calcareous marine de
vosits occurred with little inter.ruption of ,any kind: The are~ of land 
to the eastward wa. probably IncreaHed, lor there 1s sotue endence to 
show a fj rst gentle uprising in the Larami<le region at this time (or at 
least a cessation of sub 'idence). aml no late Carboniferous ~trata htwe 
HO far been found there. 
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~ o separate record for the Permiau has yet been found in thil:! part 
of the continent, but it must be remembered that, in view of the scanty 
character of the paleontological evidence, strict taxonomic boundaries 
can seldom be drawn. At about this time, however, very important 
changes occurred, for in the Trias::~ic a great part of what is now the 
inland plain of the continent is found to have become the bed of a sea 
shut off from the main ocean, in which red rocks with salt and gypsum 
in.some places were laid down. The northern part of this sea appears 
to have extended into the Canadian region for a short distance, covering 
the southern portion of the Laramide area. Farther north must have 
been the land boundary of this sea, and beyond this an extension of the 
Pacific ocean which swept entirely across the Cordillera. In the south
ern part of British Columbia, however, this ocean found its shore against 
the Gold ranges of the Archean axis, where the preceding Carboniferous 
bed:::; had already been upturned and subjected to denudation. The 
Laramide region was not affected by volcanic action at this time, but 
vulcanism on a great :::;cale was resumed in the entire western part of 
the Cordillera that had previously been similarly affected in the Car
boniferous, and the ordinary marine sediments there form intercalations 
only in a great mass of volcanic pro4ucts, probably in large part the 
result of submarine eruptions. 

Such definite indica.tions as exist ol' the Jurassic must, as already 
noted, be considered as physically attached to the Triassic of the Inte
rior plateau of British Colurnbia. It is probable that the greater part 
of the Jnrassic period was characterized by renewed orogenic move.
Iuents and by denudation, for when we are next able to form a connected 
idea of the physical conditions of the region these are found to have 
been profoundly modified. 

It is to about this time that the elevation of the Sierra Nevada and some 
other mountain systems in the western states is attributed. In the region 
here pa nicularly described, the Triassic and older rocks of the Vancouver 
range, or that forming \,.. ancou ,·er and the Queen Charlotte islands, were 
upturned, w·hile a similar movement affected the zone now occupied by 
the British Columbian Coast ranges. These may not have been elevated 
into a. continuous mountain system and barrier to the . ea, but in any 
case the ranges then formed were, before the beginning of the Cretaceous 
period,largely broken down by denudation, so that the underlying granitic 
rocks supplied abundant arkose material to some of the lowest Cretaceous 
beds. 

It is ahm probable that subsidence marked the close of the J urassic, 
for jn southern British Columbia the Pacific of the Earlier Cretaceous 
extended more or less continuously a.cross the line of the Coast ranges, 
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finding its shore not far to the east of this line. Farther north, although 
not without insular interruptions, it spread over the eutire width of the 
Cordilleran belt, repeating the conditions found in the Triassic, but with 
the difference that it extended far to the south along the axis of the 
Laramide geosyncline, in which rapid subsidence had been rmiewed. In 
this early Cretaceous sea and along its margins and lagoons the massive 
fm.;siliferous rocks of the Queen Charlotte islands and Kootanie forma
tions were accumulated and coal beds were produced. Volcanic activity 
was renewed in some places, particularly near the present seaward margin 
of British Columbia. Sedimentation evidently proceeded more rapidly 
than subsidence in many localities and coal-producing forests, largely 
composed of cycadaceous plants took possession of the newly formed 
lands from time to time. 

The era of the later Cretaceous appears, however, eventually to have 
been introduced by a marked general subsidence, which, as already 
noted, carried the Dakota sea entirely across the inland plain of the con
tinent. The distribution and character of the ensuing Cretaceous for
mations show that the whole southern part of what is now the mainland 
of British Columbia soon after became and remained a land area, while 
the sea was more gradually excluded from the northern part of the Cor
dillera and continued to occupy the area of the Great plains and the 
pn~sent position of the Laramide range. Along the margin of the con
tinental plateau, however. a renewed subsidence was in the main pro
gressing southward and resulted ultimately in carrying the later Cre
taceous sediments into the region of Puget sound. 

The closing event of this cycle was the deposition of the Laramie 
beds on the east and in some places to the north, with p-robably the 
Puget group and its representatives on the coast, and this was followed 
by the most important and widespread orogenic movement. of which we 
find evidence in the entire Rocky Mountain region. At this time the 
great Laramide range, or Rocky Mountain :ange proper, was produced, 
rising on the eastern side of the Archean axis along a zone that had pre
viously been characterized from the dawn of the Paleozoic by almost 
uninterrupted subsidence and sedimentation. That the pre sure caus
ing this upthrust of the Laramide ran~e w~s from the,westwar~ ~s cle~rly 
shown by the great overt?rust faults In tlns range. fh~ stability o~ the 
ll Archean axis, which It may be supposed had prev10usly sustmned 

~h~ tangential thrust from the Pacific basin, m~ tat thi~ time h~ve been 
t 1· t overcome. As a part of the result of tlus, the ch1ef belt ot faulted 

:tra<~: i 11 the Laramide range, originally a. bout 50 miles wide, became 
. d cl in width by one-half. How rapidly this great revolution may 
Ie uce b . b bl . l l . 
h ·eel \Ve do not know, ut It pro a y occup1e( no ong tune ave occnn 
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from a geological point of view, and the Laramide range, as first pro
duced, may very possibly have attaine(l a height approaching 20,000 
feet.* The thickness of stratified rockR in the geosyncline was at the 
time probably more than 40,000 feet. 

It is difficult to determine to what extent the Archean axis with the 
Gold ranges and other preexisting mountains were affected at this periocl 
of orogenic movement, because of the absence of the newer formations 
there, but it seems probable that no very important change took place. 
Farther west, however, the great zone of Coast ranges was elevated, and 
the corrugated and vertical Cretaceous beds met with even on their in
land side, show that large parts of the Interior plateau of British Colum
bi£L and of the country in line with it to the northward were flexed and 
broken. Similar conditions are found to have affected the Cretaceous 
rocks of Vancouver and the Queen Charlotte islands, of which the moun
tain axis, previously in existence, was evidently greatly increased in 
elevation. 

The Laramide geosyncline has already been particularly referred to 
and allusion has been made to the now well recognized fact that by 
such zones of continued subsidence and deposition the lines of moi:lt 
mountain Rystems have been determined. To the Laramide geosyncline 
here, the mountains of the Archean axis-the Gold ranges-stood in 
much the same relation as the Archean western border of the \Vasatch 
to the Laramide geosyncline in Utah (as described by Dana), but on a 
larger scale. . 

On the other or western side of this axis, as already noted, I am now 
led to regard the zone of country extending to the Vancouver range as 
a second and wider geosyncline, with a breadth of about 200 miles, in 
·which a thickness of deposits perhaps greater than that of the Laramide, 
hut in the main composed of volcanic ejectamenta, had by this time been 
accumulated. The volume of the Carboniferous and Triassic rocks alone 
must have exceeded 20,000 feet. It is probable that to this may be 
added a great thickness of older rocks,t for the circumstance that vol
canic action was so persistent here, and the amount of extravasation 
resulting from it was so enormous, implies a recognition of the fact that, 
along this zone (not far from the edge of the continental plateau) the 

*This refers part icularly to the better known region near the Bow pas!!. See Annual Report, 
Geol. Snrv. Can. (N. 8.), ,·ol. ii, p. 31 D, and Am. Jour. Sci., vol. x lix, p. 463. The bas(> of the 
mountains may at this time have been nearly at sealevel, or .J-,000 feet lower than at present, while 
the actual height at any time attaine<l wonld ~epend upon the rapidity of uplift relatively to de
nudation. 'l'he total height of folded strata is estimated at from 3:l,OOO to 35,()00 feet. 

tSeveral thommnd fee>t of CretaccouR rocks must nlso be added to this thickness near the line 
of the present Coast rnnge", and the total thickness of deposits in the center of this geosyncliue 
m11"t prolmhly have exceeded 40,000 feet. 
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isogeotherms, with what we may call the plane of granitic fusion, 
had crept up to a position abnormally near the surface. It is to this 
probably that we may attribute the apparent absence of Archean rocks 
in the Coast ranges, or at least the impossibility of defining any rocks 
of that period there, for these, together no doubt with great volumes of 
later deposits, may be assumed to have become merged in the rising 
granitic magma, on which strata of 'l'riassic age are now often found 
lying directly, arrested in the very process of absorption.* 

\Vhen the Laramide revolution occurred, by reason of the increasing 
tangential pressure from the Pacific basin and the growing failure of re
sistance of the two great geosynclines of this part of the Cordillera, the 
Laramide range was p1·oduced by the folding and fracture of a very thick 
mass of beds, of which the crystalline base has not yet been revealed 
hy denudation, while in the western trough an eversion of the axis of 
!:lettlement seemH to have occurred. resulting in the appearance of a 
granitic bathylite of nearly a thousand miles in length, from which the 
comparatively thin covering of unab orbed beds was soon afterward 
almost completely stripped away by ensuing processes of wa!:lte. 

This last great epoch of mountain making doubtless left the surface 
of the Corclilleran belt generally with a very strong and newly made 
relief, which, before the middle of the Tertiary peri<>d, is found to ha Ye 
become greatly modified by denudation. Chiefly because no deposits 
referable to the Eocene or earliest Tertiary have been found in this part 
of the Cordillera, it is assumed with probability that this was a time of 
denudation. It is further indicated that it was a time of stability in eleva
tion, by the fact that the prolonged wearing down resulted, in the interior 
zone of the Cordillera, in the production of a crreat peneplain, the base
level of which shows that the area affected stood 2,000 or 3,000 feet lower 
in relation to the sea than it now does, and that for a very long time. 
If however, the Puget beds of the coast are correctly referred to the 
E~cene, it follows that the coast region was at the same period only 
slightly lower than at present, and that the movements in subsidence 
and elevation between this and the interior region must have heen differ
ential in character and very unequal in amo,unt. 

As already noted, the earliest Tertiary sediments of the Interior plateau 
of the Cordillera are referred to the Oligocene. Probably some further 
subsidence at that time interrupted the long preceding time of waste. 
This eriod of deposition was in turn closed by renewed disturbance of 
an 01~genic kind, comparatively slight in amount an~ lo~al, chi~fly 
affecting certain lines in a northwest and southeast duectwn. Next 

*Annual Roport, Gaol. Snrv. Can., YOI. ii (X. f'.), 181!6, p. 11 Bet ~f'<f • 

• r (1[-Hur.r .. (·h:or .. Soc. A~r . , V or .. 12, 1900 
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came renewed denudation or "planation," and this continued until the 
enormous volcanic extravasations of the l\Iiocene began. 

It is not proposed in this place to recapitulate in detail the physical 
conditions of the Tertiary period, for it has already been necessary to refer 
to these in connection with the description of the beds themselves, which, 
because they have not been materially changed since their deposition, 
really tell their own tale. 

It need only be said that, after the Oligocene lake deposits had been 
formed, disturbed, and denuded, new series of lakes were from time to 
time produced at different stages during the Miocene, their beds now 
generally appearing as intercalations in volcanic deposits of great mass. 
Both the coast and the interior region appear to have been subject to 
these conditions, while the Laramide range stood high, with the inland 
plain of the continent sloping eastward from its base. 

Following the close of, or at least a great reduction in volcanic activity, 
in the early Pliocene, the interior zone of the Cordillera again assumed 
a condition of stability for a considerable time, during which wide and 
"mature" stream valleys were formed. The elevation of the Interior 
plateau region of British Columbia must then have been about 2,000 feet 
less than it is at present.* Farther north, the yellow Pliocene gravels of 
Horsefly river, aud other places, are attributed to this period, and the 
southern aspect of their contained fossil plants is such as to indicate 
that, in the given latitude, the height of that part of the interior can not 
have been much above the sealevel. 

In the later Piiocene a very marked reelevation of the Cordilleran re
gion evidently occurred, leading to the renewed activity of river erosion, 
the cutting out of deep valleys and canyons,and the shaping of the surface 
to a form much like that held by it at the present day. This elevation 
in all probability affected the coast as well as the interior, and it would 
appear that the rivers for a time extended their courses to the edge of 
the continental plateau. 

The excavation of the remarkable fiords of British Columbia and the 
southern part of Alaska must, I think, be chiefly attributed to the later • 
portion of the Pliocene, although it is quite possible that the cutting out 
of the valleys may have been begun soon after the Laramide upheaval. 
The antiquity of these valleys is evidenced by the fact that several com
paratively small rivers still flow completely across the Coast ranges in 
their deep troughs. The fiords are now essentially the submerged lower 
parts of these and other drainage valleys of the old land , not very ma
terially affected by the later glacial action, important as this has un-

*Tram;. Royal Soc. Can. , vol. viii, sec. iv, p. 18. 
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rloubtedly been from other points of view. The valleys of the fiord-like 
lakes that occur along the flanks of the Archean axis of the interior may 
probably also be referred to river erosion in the later Pliocene, but if so 
this mountain region must have been affected by a relatively greater 
uplift at that time, followe<l'later by a subsidence of its central pari. It 
appears, however, that the excavation of valleys or gorges like these by 
rivers, when the slope nnd water supply are favorable, occurs with such 
rapidity relatively to the wider effects of ·denudation, as to be almost 
negligible in any general view of the physicnl changes of an extensive 
region or in the accounting of geological time. 

There is as yet some difficulty in connecting the later physicnl changes 
particularly referred to above with those which have recently come 
under observation far to the north in the Klonrlike region. It is prob
able, however, that the auriferous "quartz drift" of that region, imply
ing long subaerial decay and stability of level, may be attributed to the 
early Pliocene; while the river gravels found in the newer and deeper
cut valleys may be a signed to the later Pliocene time of greater eleva
tion. During the Pliocene, and probably until its close, the mammoth, 
one or two species of bison, the moo e, and other large mammals roamed 
northward to the Arctic sea. Then came the Glacial period, with re
newed great changes in levels and climate and its own peculiar records 
and history, which in many respects are more difficult of interpretation 
than those of more remote periods, because the whole time occupied 
by them has been relatively so brief. I have elsewhere endeavored to 
follow this history in detail, and do not propose on this occasion to 
deal with this latest chapter of the physical history of the Rocky Moun
tain region of Canada.. 

In conclusion, what appear to be the most striking points evidenced 
by the geological record of this northern part of the Cordillera perhaps 
be specified as follows : 

(1) The great thickness of strata accumulated both to the east and 
west of an Archean axis. In the Lammide geosyncline the strata no 
doubt actually attained the volume stated. In the western and wider 
syncline it is not so certain· that all the formations in their full thickness 
were ever actually superposed at any one place or time (for reasons 
already alluded to), but the volume was probably not less than 111 the 
Laramide region. 

(2) The great proportion of volcanic materials accumulated in the 
western geosyncline and the recurrence of vulcanism throughout the 
creological time-scale in thi:; region, resulting in the production of massive 
~·olcanic formations in the Cambrian, Carboniferous, Triassic, Creta
ceous, and Miocene. 
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(3) The recurrence of folding and disturbance parallel to the horder 
of the Pacific basin and the concurrent great changes in elevation of the 
land relatively to the sea, both continued down to quite recent geolog
ical times, the latter even into the Pleistocene. 

(4) The tremendous energy of denudation, in part due to the events 
last referred to, but also dependent upon the position of the region on 
the eastern border of a great ocean, where, in northern latitudeH, an 
excessive rainfall must have occurred at all periods on the seaward 
mountain ranges. No comparable denuding forces were probably ever 
operative on the east side of the continent in similar latitudes since the 
definition of the ocean basins of the Pacific and Atlantic. 
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INTRODUCTION 

It is the privilege of the President of this Society, in his address, to 
bring to the notice of his fellow-mem hers some subject possessed of more 
or less general interest, and preferably, I think, some subject tbat he has 
made particularly his own. On such an occasion a wider outlook upon 
various geological fields becomes admissible than in the case of papers 
presented to the Society, which, as a rule, should be devoted to original 
and unpublished observations. It has thus appeared to me tlut it may 
be of interest and utility at this time, to collect and review the main facts 
so far ascertained respecting the composition of the geological column of 
what may be called the Rocky Mountain region of Canada, including 
the province of British Columbia and the Yukon district-this region 

X-BliLT.. (lF.ur .. Sol'. A)r.. Vor .. 12. 1!100 (57) 
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being identical with that part of the western Cordillera comprised in the 
Dominion of Canada. To its geological exploration a great part of my 
own time has been devoted for many years. The results, as obtained, 
have been published chiefly in the reports of the Geological Survey of 
Canada., but it is undoubtedly difficult for the inquirer, with only a 
limited amount of time at his disposal, to form a connected and bal
anced idea of the conditions, as a whole, from a series of such progress 
reports, dealing usually with particular districts. 

Twenty years ago, after having worked in British Columbia or on its 
borders for six seasons, I read a paper before the Geological Section of 
the British Association for the Advancement of Science, at Swansea, en
titled ''Sketch of the geology of British Columbia," which was afterwards 
published in the Geological Magazine.* So far as they go, the general 
outlines then laid down still hold; but much has been accomplished 
since that time, the relative importance of the observations recorded has 
been considerably changed, and opinions expressed from time to time 
have had to be modified as the work progressed. All I shall attempt 
to do here is to review the principal geological features as they are now 
understood, but in order to render this address of more practical value 
as a clue to the geology of the region covered by its title, references to 
the principal reports and papers in which details may be found will be 
given throughout. 

SPECIAL FEATURES OF THE REGION 

The region dealt with is in many respects one of particular geological 
interest, and it is likewise remarkable as one which it has been necessary 
to work out as an almost entirely detached geological problem. Its older 
rocks are separated from those of the eastern parts of Canada by the whole 
width of the Great plains, and the newer formations found in it are gen
erally unrepresented in other parts of Canada. Nor until the work was 
'vell advanced did any satisfactory standard of comparison exist in the 
far west. California could be referred to in regard to certain defined for
mations of the Tertiary and Cretaceous, but a great intervening region 
of the Cordillera remained practically unknown geologically, except for 
the earlier results of the Hayden surveys and some reconnaissance sur
veys by other explorers along lines of travel. Clarenee King's great 
volume, the "Systematic Geology of the 40th Parallel," did not appear 
till 1878, and the relations of the region here referred to with others, 
which have become apparent, have been developed at later dates. 

*Decade II, vol. viii, April and l\fay, 1881. 
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It was in this region also that the occurrence of contemporaneous vol
canic materials as important constituents of the 1\Iesozoic and Paleozoic 
rocks of the Cordilleran belt was. first recognized. Previous to the earlier 
reports of the Canadian Geological Survey on British Columbia, the ex
istence of Ruch volcanic materials had been admitted only as regards 
the Tertiary formations, in the western portion of the continent. 

INVESTIGATORS 

The geological exploration of British Columbia was begun in 1871 by 
Dr A. R. C. Selwyn, assisted by the late 1\Ir James Richardson. Taking 
all the circumstances into consideration, the report then made by 
Dr Selwyn must, I think, be regarded as a remarkably valuable and im
portant one. l\fy own investigations in connection with the Geological 
Survey began in 1875 and in 1887 extended to the Yukon district. 
\Vork was carried on in the Cariboo district for some years under the 
control of the late :M:r Amos Bowman, and in later years Messrs J. 
McEvoy, R. G.l\IcConnell, J. B. Tyrrell, R. \V. Brock, a.nd J. C. Gwillim 
have also been in charge of parties in different parts of this Cordilleran 
region of Canada. 

PHYSIOGRAPHICAL FEATURES 

It is not my intention, however, here to follow the development of our 
knowledge of the region historically, through its various stages, but rather 
to enumerate the several formations now known to be represented, to 
briefly describe each of them, and then to review the main outlines of 
the geological evolution of this part of the continent in so far as it has 
been made apparent. For this purpose a few words must first be devoted 
to the existing physiographical features of the region. 

Pleistocene events and matters connected with the glaciation ana later 
superficial geology may be excluded from consideration, as these have 
been treated at some length el.-ewhere.* 

As compared with the Cordilleran region in the \Vestern states, that of 
British Columbia is much less di:f!'u e and more strictly parallel with 
the corresponding part of the Pacific coast. Its length is approximately 
the same, but its width is usually about 400 mile:::; only. The several 
mountain systems are separated by narrower interYals, and, except in the 
extreme north, may be more readily traced and defined. All the main 
physical features trend in a north-north west direction for about 1,100 
miles. after which the mountain axes turn somewhat abruptly westward, 

* Trans. Hoyal Soc. Cn.n., vol. viii. Pre~identin.l address to Section IV. 
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and, becoming less continuous and s.eparated by wider intervening low
lands, run toward the eastern boundary of Alaska. 

The geological features follow a similar rule, the rock series repre
sented differing much in age and composition within comparatively short 
distances as the Cordilleran belt is crossed, while they run far and with 
closely accordant characters in the direction of its length. 

This depends on two conditions, both imposed by the position of the 
zone of recurrent crustal movements coincident with the western border 
of the continent: (1) The occurrence of successive zones of deposition, 
whether sedimentary or volcanic, parallel to the continental edge; (2) the 
actual compression of the original area of deposition~ by folding and 
fracture, produced by pressure from the Pacific side, by means of which 
the superficies may have been reduced by at least one-third of its original 
width since early Paleozoic times. It results, further, from these condi
tions that the local names applied to geological formations remain appro
priate for long distances in the general direction of the strike, while the 
characters associated with such names can seldom be traced far without 
change in a transverse direction. The bearing of this on the nomencla
ture appropriate for the Cordilleran region as a whole is important, and 
the want of attention to it has already, I fear, led to the publication of 
some new formational names which are unnecessary and confusing rather 
than helpful. 

The ruling orographic features of the Cordilleran region in Canada at 
the present time are the Rocky mountains proper, forming its high 
eastern border, and the Coast ranges of British Columbia on the west. It 
has been proposed by Dana to name the first of these systems the "Lara· 
mide range," as its origin was coeval with the close of the Laramie period. 
This mountain system appears to begin about the 46th or 47th parallel 
of latitude, from which it runs in a northerly direction to the Arctic 
ocean, with occasional echelon-like breaks, but forming throughout the 
western limit of the inland plain of the continent. Its width is about 
60 miles, and although reduced in the far north, the height of many of 
its peaks exceeds 11,000 feet. The rocks composing it are for the most 
part referable to the Paleozoic. and it is found to be affected by numerous 
great faults parallel to its direction, overthrust to the eastward, and 
along the eastern margin, resulting in some cases in horizontal displace
ments of several miles, by which Paleozoic rocks override those of Creta
ceous age in the foothills. 

The Coast ranges of British Columbia form a belt of about 100 miles 
in width that extends along the border of the Pacific for at least 900 
miles, beginning near the estuary of the Fraser and eventually runnin(T 
inland beyond the head of Lynn canal, where the coast changes its trend 
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to the westward. These ranges are chiefly composed of granitic rocks, 
which may in the main be regarded as forming a gigantic "bathylite" 
with minor included masses of sedimentary rocks. It is later in date of 
origin than the 'l'riassic period and probably experienced a second and 
much greater elevation at or about the close of the Cretaceous, but is 
neither so lofty nor so ragged as the Laramide range. The remarkable 
fiords of the Pacific coast, both those of British Columbia and those of 
the southern part of Alaska, are the submerged valleys of this coastal 
system of mountains, their erosion being probably referable to early 
Eocene and late Pliocene times, during which the land stood at rela
tively high levels. 

To the west of the Laramide range, and separated from it by a remark
ably long and direct structural valley, is a somewhat irregular and some
times interrupted series of mountain systems to which the general name 
of the Gold ranges has been applied, and this is referred to further on as 
the Archean axis of this part of the Cordillera. It embraces the Purcell, 
Selkirk, Columbia and Cariboo mountains, all including very ancient 
rocks and evidently representing the oldest known axis of elevation in 
the province, although it has not remained unaffected by movements of 
much later date. Peaks surpassing 10,000 feet in elevation still occur 
in these mountains. 

Between the Gold and Coast ranges, with a width of about 100 miles, 
is the Interior plateau of British Columbia, a peneplain referred in its 
main features to the early Tertiary, which has subsequently been greatly 
modified by volcanic accumulations of the Miocene, and has been dis
sected by river erosion at a still later period. This plateau country is 
well defined for a length of about 500 miles, declining northward from a 
height of over 4,000 feet near the 49th parallel to one of less than 3,000 
feet, and with an average altitude of about 3,500 feet. It is then inter
rupted for some four degrees of latitude by a mountainous country chiefly 
composed of disturbed Cretaceous rocks, beyond which the surface again 
declines to the plateau lands of the upper Yukon basin, with its separated 
mountain ranges. The Interior plateau is throughout very complex in 
its geological structure, but except where covered by Tertiary accumu
lations it is found to be chiefly underlain by Paleozoic a1id Mesozoic 
rocks. 

One more mountain system remains to be noted. This stands upon 
the real border of the Continental plateau, and is represented by the 
long ridge-like highlands of Vancouver island and the Queen Charlotte 
islands. It is evidently broken between these islands, and is not 
clearly continued in the archipelago of southern Alaska, which seems to 
be more closely connected with the Coast ranges of the main1and. The 
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wcks principally corn prised in this outer mountain system range from 
~he Carboniferous to the Cretaceous in age. 

TABLE oF GEOLOGICAL FoRMATIONs 

Attention may now be directed to the general table of geological for
mations recognized in the region under review. This is arranged in two 
main columns, representing what I conceive to be the two great geosyn
clines of this part of the Cordillera. The~e are separated by what has 
a.lready been referred to as an Archean axis. A further explanation of 
~hese main structural features will be given subsequently, but it is first 
proposed to define and briefly note the character of each of the geological 
units, beginning with the oldest. 

\VES'fBRN GEOSYNCMNE 

l'liocene ............ Horsefly gmvels ................... . 
Quartz drift of Klondike, 

etc. 

Feet 

l\Iiocene ............. Ppper volc~tnic group............ 3,100 
Tranquille beds..................... 1,000 
Lower volclmic group............ 5,300 

Oligoeenc ........... ColdwatC'r group (Similka- 5,000 
meen boils, etc.). 

Eoecno ............... Puget group (on coast onlv 
3,000' +). . 

Cretaceous ......... Nanaimo group..................... :.!,700 

Qtwen Charlotte Island group 
(in Queen Charlotte isl-
ands) .................................. !),.jOO 

TriaBRic .............. Xi cola group .......................... 1:~,500 

Carboniferous .... Cache Creek group................ !l,.)~lO 

Dovonian ........... (?) ........................................ .. 

Silurian .............. (1) ....................................... .. 

Onlovician ........ (?) ........................................ .. 

LARAMIDE GEOSYNCJ.INE 

Feet 

Upper Laramie...................... 3,000 
lJower Laramie...................... 2,500 

~~~~;:~~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::} 3,140 

::::~:~·~::::::·.::::::::::::::::::::::} 9,750 

(Reil beds to south, marine to 
north) say........................... 600 

Banff serieR........... ....... ........ 5,100 

[ntermediate series............... 1,500 

Halysites beds....................... 1,300 

( Graptolithic shaleB ............... .. 
~Castle Mountain group (up-l 
l per part). 

1,500 

~m I 
''" 000 ~ ro ro C tl l\I t · r -a, ~ :::: ;;:;:: as e onn am group 1 

§ ~ ::;· (lower part). · J 
. r A dams Lakt- !<('l'iCR ............... .. 

8,000 

C'amhnan ......... ~ 
I 
l XiReonlith .............................. 1:3,000 

89,fi00 

. ~ 
Bow River series ................... 10,000 

46,390 
Archean ............ . Shnswap Reries............... ...... 5,000' + 

ARCH.EAN 

In 1881 it was possible only to allude to the existence of crystalline 
rocks probably referable to the Archean. The rocks referred to were 
those originally described by Dr Selwyn as the "Granite, gneiss, and 
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mica-schist of the North Thompson, etc.," and recognized from the first 
by him as " the oldest rocks observed in the country.'' It was not, how
ever, till 1889 that much further information was gained regarding these 
old rocks, when good sections of them were found by the writer on 
Kootenay lake, and as they were also well developed on Shuswap lake, 
the name Shuswap series was proposed for them.* The Shuswap rocks 
proper evidently represent highly metamorphosed sediments with per
haps the addition of contemporaneous bedded volcanic materials. They 
are grayish mica-gneisses, with some garnetiferous and hornblendic 
gneisses: glittering mica-sehists, crystalline limestones and quartzites. 
Gneisses in association with the last-mentioned rocks often become 
highly calcareous or silicious and contain scales of graphite, which are 
also often present in the limestones. 1'hese bedded materials are, how
ever, associated with a much greater volume of mica-schists and gneisses 
of more massive appearance, most of which are evidently foliated plu
tonic rocks, and are often found to pPvSS into unfoliated granites. The 
association of these different classes of rocks is so close that it may never 
be possible to separate them on the map over any considerable area. 
The granites may often have been truly eruptive in origin, but the fre
quent recurrence of quartzites among them in some regions indicates 
that they are, at least in part, the result of a further alteration of the 
bedded rocks.t 

Thus, up to the present time, the Shuswap series has been made to in
clude this entire complex mass of crystalline rocks, although it might be 
more appropriately restricted to the originally bedded members. These, 
it will be observed, now very closely resemble those of the Grenville 
series of the province of Quebec, the resemblance extending to the 
nature of their association with the foliated rocks, whir.h in turn closely 
resemble the so-called "Fundamental Gneiss" of the same region. The 
original materials and the conditions of alteration to which they have 
been subjected have in both localities been almost identical, producing 
like results. The age must be approximately the same, but the distance 
is too great to admit of any precise correlation on lithological grounds. 

\Vhen the ruling lines of strike or foliation of the Shuswap are laid 
down, they are generally found to be parallel with each other in each 
particular region, but to run in great irregular sweeping curves over the 
face of the map as a whole, and sometimes to surround unfoliated granitic 
areas in a concentric manner, the whole appearance being very much 
like that met with in some parts of the Laurentian country in the east. 

*Annual Report, Geol. urv. Can., vol. iv (N. S.), p. 20 B. The name Kootanie (or Kootenay) was 
preoccupied. 

t Cf. Shu,wap mup-shcct, Geol. Snrv. Can., 1898. 
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A distinct tendency to parallelism of the strata or foliation with adja
cent borders of the Cambrian system has moreover also been noted in a 
number of cases. This might imply that the foliation was largely pro
duced at a time later than the Cambrian, but the materials of some of 
the Cambrian rocks show that the Shuswap series must have fully as
sumed their crystalline character before the Cambrian period, and there 
are other evidences of their extensive pre-Cambrian erosion. It seems, 
therefore, probable that the foliation of the Shuswap rocks may have 
been produced rather beneath the mere weight of superincumbent strata 
than by pressure of a tangential character accompanied by folding, and 
that both these rocks and those of the Cam brian were at a later date 
folded together. In the Archean of eastern Canada, foliation still nearly 
horizontal or inclined at low angles, often characterizes considerable 
areas and appears to call for some explanation similar to that above 
suggested. 

The greatest thickness of the Shuswap rocks so far measured, where 
there is no suspicion of repetition, on Kootenay lake, is about 5,000 feet, 
hut even here there are doubtles included considerable intercalations of 
foliated eruptives. TheShuswap series characterizes considerable areas of 
the Selkirk, Columbia, and adjacent ranges in the southern part of British 
Columbia. It is known also in the Cariboo mountains and near the 
sources of the North Thompson and Fraser, about latitude 53°.* It is 
again well developed on the Finlay river, where the country has been 
geologically examined, between the 56th and 57th parallels of latitude.t 

Northward to this point these rocks appear to be confined to a belt 
lying to the west of the Laramide range and to come to the surface seldom, 
if at all, in that range. Farther north similar rocks occur in the Yukon 
district in several ranges lying more to the west, but still with nearly 
identical characters, in so far as they are known. t 

The granitic rocks of the Coast ranges are probably much newer, nor 
have any crystalline schists yet been observed in association with these 
raeges to which an Archean date can be definitely assigned. 

CAMBRIAN 

The importance of rocks assigned to the Cambrian in the Rocky 
Mountain region of Canada has become much more apparent as the 
result of later explorations. Their thickness is very great, and they 
appear under differing characters in different parts of the region, in 

*Annual Report, Geol. Surv. Cn.n., vol. xi (N. S.), p. an D. 
t Ibid ., vol. vii, p. 3il C. 
t Ibid., vol. iii, p. 34 B, rw•l vol. iv, p. 14 l>. 
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such a manner as to require distinctive names and to admit, so far, of 
only a tentative correlation. Our typical and most carefully surveyed 
section is that in the Rocky mountains proper or Laramide range, on 
the line of the Bow River pass. This has been studied by Mr R. G. 
McConnell, and it is the only section for which some direct paleonto
logical evidence exists.* The base of the Cambrian is, however~ not 
seen in this section. In the Gold ranges, where 'the Cambrian is fre
quently found resting on the Archean, the Nisconlith, its lowest recog
nized member, varies by several thousand feet in volume, showing that 
the old surface was a very irregular one and had been greatly modified 
by denudation previous to the deposition of the Nisconlith. The same 
circumstance has been noticed by Mr McConnell in the case of the Bow 
River series of the Laramide range, where it is found resting on the 
Archean in the vicinity of the Finlay river, over 400 miles northwest of 
his typical section,t proving this denudation-interval to be a very im
pm·tant one, although, as already noted, there is often a parallelism in 
strike between the two series of rocks. 

The Bow River series, in the pass of the same name, consists chiefly 
of dark-gray argillites, with some greenish and purplish bands, a sociated 
with quartzites and conglomerates, these coarser materials being most 
abundant in the upper parts of the formation. Pebbles of quartz and 
feldspar, evidently det:iv~d from the Archean, are abundant in the con
glomerates, and scales of mica have in some places been developed on 
the divisional planes of the argillites. The known thickness of the 
series is 10,000 feet. 

In the eastern part of the pass, resting conformably on the Bow River 
series, is the Castle Mountain group, with a known thickness of about 
8,000 feet. This consists chiefly of ordinary gray limestones and dolo
mites, in frequent alternations and interstratified with shales and calc
schists. 'J:'o the west of the main watershed, however, the character of 
this series becomes materially changed, and the heayy bedded dolo
mites and limestones are to a great extent replaced by greenish calc
schists and greenish and reddish shales and slates. The change may 
be traced in its various stages, and is due to the introduction on the 
west of a greater proportion of earthy matter. 

Fossils of the lower Cambrian ( Olenell'us) fauna have been found 3,000 
feet below the summit of the Bow River series. They are also known to 
characterize the lower part of the Castle Mountain series, which is fos-

*For details of the Bow River Pass section, see Annual Report, 11eol. Snrv. Can., vol. ii (N. S.), 

part D. 
t Annual Report, Geol. Surv. Can., vol. vii (N. S.), p. 24 C . 

• TI-Bur.r .. GF.or .. Soc. AM., Vor .. 12, 1!)00 
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siliferous at several horizons, and appears to pass up at its summit into 
the Ordovician.* · 

Following the general direction of the Laramide range nortlnvestward, 
Cambrian rocks similar to those of the Bow pass are now known at in
t~rvals for many hundred miles, and it is probable that they will be found 
to form a continuous or nearly continuous belt. Both groups are recog
nized with practically identical characters on the Yellow Head pass and 
on the Finlay river. The l\Iisinchinca schists of my report of 1879, no 
doubt represent the Bow River series, and similar rocks are again found 
at the sources of the Pelly branch of the Yukon.t 

Passing now to the next mountain system, to the southwest of the 
Laramide range and parallel with it-the Gold ranges-we find in the 
Selkirk mountains a great thickness of rocks that have not yet yielded 
any fossils, but appear to represent, more or less exactly, the Cam brian 
of our typical section. Resting on the Archean rocks of the Shuswap 
series is an estimated volume of 15,000 feet of dark gray or blackish 
argillite.schists or phyllites, usually calcareous, and toward the base with 
one or more beds of nearly pure limestone and a considerable thickness 
of gray fiaggy quartzites. To these, where first defined in the vicinity 
of the Shuswap lakes, the name Nisconlith series has been applied.! The 
rocks vary a good deal in different areas, and on Great Shuswap lake 
are often locally represented by a considerable thickness of blackish 
fiaggy limestone. It other portions of their extent dark-gray quartzites 
or graywackes are notably abundant. Their color is almost everywhere 
due to carbonaceous ma~ter, probably often graphitic, and the abundance 
of carbon in them must be regarded as a somewhat notable and charac
teristic feature. These beds haye also been recognized in the southern 
part of the \Vest Kootenay district and in the western portion of the 
Interior plateau of British Columbia. 

The Nisconlith series is believed, from its stratigraphical position and 
because of its Ethological similarity, to represent in a general way the 
Bow River series of the adjacent and parallel Laramide range, but there 
is reason to think that its upper limit is somewhat below that assigned 
on Ethological grounds to the Bow River series. 

Conformably oYerlying the Nisconlith in the Selkirk mountains, and 
blending with it at the junction to some extent, is the Selkirk series, 

*For descriptions of the fossils from these hetls, the following authors may be referred to: 
C. Rominger, Proc. Acatl. Nat. Sci., Phila., 188i, pp. 12-10; C. D. \\'alcott, Proc. U. S. Xat. lllus., 
18ll!l. pp. Hl-446; .J. F. Whiten.ves, Can. Rec. Sci., 1892, vol. v, pp. 205-208; F. R. C. Reed, Gcol. l\Iag., 
1ll99, Dec. 4, vol. vi, pp. 358-:~Gl; G. F. l\Iatthew .. 'l'rans. Royal Soc. Can., series 2, vol. v. sec. 4. 

t Annual Report Geol. Surv. Can., vol. xi (~. S.), p. 31 D. lhitl., vol. vii, p. 3! C. Heport or 
ProgresR, Geol. Suvr. Can., 1879-' 0, p. 108 B. 

t Annual Report Geol. Snrv. Can., vol. iv (N. S.), p. 31 B. Bull. Geol. Roe. Am., vol. ii, p. 170. An
nual Report Geol. Snrv. Can., vol. vii (N. S.), p. :n B. Shn~wap map-sheet, Geol. Snrv. Can. 
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with an estimated thickness of 25,000 (eet, consisting, where not rendered 
micaceous by pressure, of gray and greenLh-gray schists and quartzites, 
sometimes with conglomerates and occasional intercalations of blackish 
argillites like those of the Nisconlith. These rocks are evidently in the 
main equivalent to the Castle :Mountain group, representing that group 
as affected by the further and nearly complete substitution of clastic 
materials for the lime tones of its eastern de\·elopment. 

In the vicinity of Shuswap lakes and on.the western border of the 
Interior plateau, the beds overlying the Nisconlith and there occupying 
the place of the Selkirk series are found to still further change their 
character. These rocks have been named the Adams Lake series.* They 
consist chiefly of green and gray chloritic, felspathic. sericitic, and some
times nacreous schists, greenish col01·s prepontlerating in the lower and 
gray in the upper parts of the section. Silicious conglomerates are lmt 
rarely seen, and on following the series beyond the fiexures of the moun
tain region it is found to be represented by volcanic agglomerates and 
ash-beds, with diabases and other effu ive rocks, int0 which the passage 
may be traced by easy gradation~.t The best sections are found where 
the e material· hava been almost completely foliated and much altered 
by dynamic metamorphism, but the approximate thickness of this series 
is again about 25,000 feet.t 

The upper part of the Cambrian r:.;ystem, above the Bow River and Kis
conlith series, may thus be , aid to be rep re ented chi·efly by limestones 
in the eastern part of the Laramide range, calc- chists in the western part 
of the same range, quartzites, graywackes, and conglorner~tes in the Sel
kirk mountains, and by volcanic materials still further to the west. It 
is believed that a gradual passage exists from one to another of these 
zones, and that the finer ashymaterials of volcanic origin have extended in 
appreciable quantity eastward to what is now the continental watershed 
in the Laramide range. No contemporaneous volcanic materials have, 
however, been observed in the underlying Bow River or ~isconlith series. 

The beds first definitely referred to the Cam briar~ in the Rocky Moun
tain region of Canada are those found near the International boundary 
in the vicinity of the South Kootenay pa.·r:.;. These were further exam
ined at a later date, as described in the report of the Geological Survey 
of Canada for 1885.11 and some additional obsen·ations in regard to them 
are given by :\Ir J. l\IcEvoy.-T 

*For the Selkirk :uHl A1,lams ~-ake ~erie~."e~ r~fPrcn.~·~·--,abovP given for Xist'onlith ::;cries. 
t Annual Report, (;eo!. 1'nn. Can., Yol. vn (::S. S.), p .. ,.,h. 
tComprbing greenish sl:!ti-;ts 8,100 feet, ~rayi,.;h 'whbH 17,100 fel't. In Bull. Geol. ,'oc. Arn., 

l'OI. ii, p. 168, the thicknp,.;g is given in error ut half the abovP. 
?, Geology anc! Resonrces of the 49th Parallel, p. G '. (~Pol. :.\I:.u;., Decade I I, vol. iii, p. 22:?. 

~ Pp. aD B-42 B. 
Summary Report, Geol. Surv. Can., 1899, p. 97 A. 
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A thickness of at least 11,000 fe~t of sandstones and shales of red, gray, 
and greenish colors, frequently alternating and including several con
temporaneous trap flows, occurs between the Continental watershed and 
the Flathead ri,·er. This series has not been traced into connection with 
the sections previously described, but it shows some resemblance to the 
Selkirk and Castle Mountain groups. The occurrence of blackish cal
careous argillites and sandstones at the base may indicate the presence 
of the Bow River series there, while a limestone at the top of the section 
in this part of the mountains may prove to be that of the Castle Moun
tain grotlp.* 

Along the eastern borders of the Coast ranges, in southern British Co
lumbia, is a Yery con"·iderable volume of argillites with some limestone 
and altered volcanic products, all more or less schistose or slaty. These 
were originally described by Selwyn as the "Anderson River and Boston 
Bar group." t They may be Cambrian, but it has not yet been found 
possible to separate them from newer Paleozoic rocks with which they 
are associated. 

Additional Cambrian areas will no doubt also eventually be defined 
in the far north, including some of the rocks met with on the Stikine 
and Dease rivers and in the Klondike district.t 

0RDOVICIAN AND 8ILURIAN 

As already noted, the upper part of the Castle Mountain group in the 
Laramide range contains fossils referable to the Ordovician. In the same 
western part ofthe range, 1,.500 feet or less of black shales lies above these 

' containing graptolites that have been referred to the Trenton-Utica 
fauna by Professor Lapworth.§ The same graptolitic fauna was found 
in 1887 on the Dease river, not far south of the 60th parallel of latitude. II 

Above the graptolitic berls in the Bow Pass section, is a thickness of 1,300 
feet or more of dolomites anrl quartzites, containing Halysites catenulalus 
and a few ~other forms that are believed to be Silurian.~ 

The aboYe-mentioned localities are the only ones in which Ordovician 
or Silurian rocks have been discovered in the entire region under review. 

DEVONIAN 

East of the continental watershed, on the Bow pass, Mr l\1cConnell's 

*Annual Report, Geol. Surv. Can., vol. i C~. S. ), pp. 50 B, 51 B. 
t Ibid., vol. vii, pp. ag B, 43 B. 
t Ibid., vol. iii (X. S.), pp. 32 B, 94 B .• summary Report, Geo). urv. Can., 18!19, p. 18 A. 
e Annual Report, Geol. Surv. Can., vol. ii, (X. S. ), p. 22 D. 
n Ibid., vol. iii, p. 95 B. 
~Ibid., vol. ii, p. 21 D. 
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section shows a thickness of 1,500 feet of brownish-weathering dolomitic 
limestones, named by him the Intermediate limestones, that from their 
fauna and position are described as Devonian.* They pass conformably 
upward into beds of the Banff series, which are regarded as Carboniferous 
in the main, although, as so commonly occurs in the Rocky mountain 
region, they appear to contain also a certain number of forms usually 
referred to the Devonian. 

A few fossils supposed to be distinctively Devonian, have likewise 
been found in several other isolated localities in this Laramide range, 
and as the Devonian system is well characterized and persistent along 
the 1iackenzie river, as well as in the Manitoba region, it seems probable 
that a continuous zone of the same age may ultimately be traced through
out the eastern parts at least of the Laramide range. To the west of this 
range no distinct evidence of rocks of Devonian age has, however, been 
obtained, although it is quite probable that such rocks may yet be found 
as constituents of the lower part of the Cache Creek forn1atinn described 
below.t 

CARBONIFEROUS 

In describing the rocks of this period, it will be convenient first to refer 
to those of the Bow pass, continuing the general east-to-west order pre
viously followed, but premising that this is not the order in which the 
respective rock-series have actually been studied or named. 

The mountains of the eastern part of the Laramide range, in the 
vicinity of the Bow pass, are largely formed of the Banff Limestone 
series, having a thickness of about 5,100 feet. This is composed of two 
thicknesses of limestone, separated by one shaly zone, and the whole 
capped by a second zone of shales. The aggregate thickness of the shales 
is about 1,300 feet. Below the Banff series, in this part of the mountains, 
is the Intermediate limestone, already noted, and above it is the Earlier 
Cretaceous, resting upon it without any apparent unconformity.t Numer
ous fossils have been obtained from the limestones, showing their position 
to be in the lower part of the CarboniferouR system, passing below into 
Devono-Carboniferous.§ Limestones of the Banff series have now been 
recognized in many localities scattered along almost the entire length of 

* Ibid., vol. ii, p. 19 D. 
t The entire field of the Devonin.n in Canada haR lately been reviewed by Dr J. F. Whiteaves 

(>1ee Presidential addresR, Section E, Arn:.A~:oc. Ad\·. S<'i., 1899). 
! Annual Report, Geol. Snrv. Can., vol. 11 (~ •. R.), p. 1_7 ~· . 
2 The existence of Carboniferous and Devonwn fossils m Unr,. range was fin;t made known many 

ye~r ago hy Dr (now Sir Jarnes) Hector. Exploration of British Xorth America, p. 239, Quart 
Jonr. Geol. Soc., vol. vii, p. 44:l. 
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the Laramide range in Canada, in which direction the conditions of dep
O!:!ition appear to have been uniform. 

Rocks of the Carboniferous period are probably present in several 
parts of the system of Gold ranges, but practically no paleontological 
evidence of their existence has yet been obtained.* 

Between these mountains and the Coast ranges, however, the Carbon
iferous is again well represented, but in a manner very different from that 
found in the Laramide range, for although limestones are still important, 
clastic rocks of various kinds, with great masses of contemporaneous 
volcanic materials, preponderate. These rocks occupy a considerable 
part of the Interior plateau of southern British Columbia, and run north
westward, with practically identical characters, far into the Yukon dis
trict, probably to the eastern boundary of Alaska and beyond. 

Fossils referable to the Carboniferous period are found sparingly in 
association with them, particularly Fusulinm, and none of distinctively 
older or more recent date have been discovered. At the same time, it is 
not improbable that the series may include in its lower part beds older 
than the Carboniferous, and possible that its upper beds may be newer 
than those of that system. Its constant characters, however, render it 
appropriate to attach a distinctive name to the series, which has conse
quently been designated the Cache Creek series, with the understanding 
that should any part of it subsequently be discovered to be separable 
paleontologically, the name will be retained for the Carboniferous portion· 
This name is, in fact, somewhat more important than a purely local one, 
being intended to denote a peculiar development of the Carboniferous 
system, well defined in its nature and characterizing a wide middle zone 
in the northern part of the Cordilleran belt, bnt of which the upper and 
lower limits still remain so mew hat indefinite. 

The name is one of those of Selwyn's preliminary classification, where 
Lower and Upper Cache Creek groups are described, the term" l\Iarble 
Canyon limestones" being given as an alternative for the latter. The 
llivision into lower and upper parts on lithological grounds is still rec
ognized, but later investigations and the proved Carboniferous age of 
botb parts have since caused the whole to be referred to as a single great 
group:r 

'I'he composition and approximate thicknet:~s of the Cache Creek strata 
are best known in the area of the Kamloops map-sheet, where it may 
be briefly characterized as follows: The lower division consists of m·cril
lites, generally as slates or schists, cherty quartzites or hornstones, ;ol-

*Summary Reports, Geol. Snrv. Can., 1895, p. 24 A; 1896, p. 22 A; 1807, p. 29 A. 
t See Report of Progress, Ueol. Surv. Can., 1871-'72, pp. 52, 60, 61 ; also Annual Report. Geol 

Surv. Can., vol. vii (X S.), p. 3~ Bet seq. ' · 
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canic materials with serpentine and interstratifiecl limestones. The 
volcanic materials are most abundant in the upper part of this division, 
largely constituting it. The minimum volume of the strata of this 
diviRion is about 6,500 feet. The upper rlivision, or Marble Canyon 
limestones, consists almost entirely of massive limestones, but with 
occasional intercalations of rocks similar to those characterizing the 
lower part. Its volume is about 3,000 feet. 

The total thickness of the group in this region would therefore be 
about 9,.500 feet, and this is regarded as a minimum. The argillites are 
generally dark, often black, and the so-called cherty quartzites are prob
ably often silicified argillites. The volcanic members are usually much 
decomposed rliabases or diabase-porphyrites, both effusive and frag
mental, and have frequently been rendered more or less schistose by 
pressure. The serpentine beds are associated with these volcanic rocks, 
and have evidently resulted from the alteration of some of them. The 
limestones of both lower and upper divisions hold Fusulina and a few 
other distinctive Carboniferous fossils, but in the Marble Canyon lime
stone the most characteristic form is the large foraminifer known as 
Loftusia col1iJmbiana, entire beds being made up of its debris.t 

Fusuline limestones have now been found in a number of places in 
the central zone of the Cordillera throughout the length of British Co
lumbia and beyond the 60th parallel, its northern boundary. '\7here 
these occur the clastic and volcanic rocks associated with them may be 
definitely referred to the Cache Creek group, but in consequence of 
the great resemblance of its volcanic rocks to those of the Triassic 
(as mentioned later), it is often impossible, without close study, to 
define the area occupied by this group, and its separate mapping has 
only as yet been attempted in detail over comparatively small areas. t 

In the southern part of British Columbia, the Cache Creek group 
shows some evidences of littoral conditions toward the west slopes of 
the Gold ranges, probably indicating the existence of land areas there. 
In this vicinity also the Campbell Creek beds, a somewhat peculiar 
development of argillites, graywackes, and amphibolites, occur.§ 

The granitic Coast ranges of British Columbia are much later in date 
of origin than the Carboniferous, but some of the highly altered beds 
now included in them or found along their margins are undoubtedly of 
that period. To the west of these ranges, on Vancouver island and in 

* Ibid., p. 46 B. 
t Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc., vol. xxxv, p. 69. . 
t Areas included in the Kamloops and Shu<~wap map-sheets, covermg together 12,800 square 

miles. e Annnal Report, Geol. Snrv. Can., vol. vii (N. S.), p. 44 B. 
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its vicinity, as well as on the Queen Charlotte islands, are roclG very 
similar in composition to those of the Cache Creek of the interiu·, but 
still differing somewhat from these in aspect. They comprise lime
stones and volcanic accumulations preponderantly, with occffiional 
zones of argillite. The lime3tones are usually in the form of m~rbles, 
often coarsely crystalline, but from them a few fossils referred to the 
Carboniferous period have been obtained. The volcanic materhls in
clude amygdaloids, agglomerates, and tuffs, but are often converted to 
schists, and sometimes become mica-schists or imperfect gneisses, as in 
the vicinity of Victoria. Their degree of alteration is very diferent 
locally, and their aspect consequently varies much from place toplace, 
but on the whole they evidence conditions of deposition mum like 
those of the Cache Creek group.* They have unfortunately mt yet 
been made the subject of any detailed study, and they are agdn in
volved with 'l'riassic strata closely resembling them in aspect. 

TRIASSIC 

In my report for 1877 t the existence in British Columbia of rockR 
shown by their fossils to be referable to the Triassic was made lmown, 
and these rocks, as developed in ths Interior plateau region, were 1amed 
the Nicola series or formation. This rests, at least in some places, nu
conformably upon the Carboniferous, and no rocks representilg the 
Permean period have been identified. The Nicola formation i~ how
ever, chiefly composed of volcanic materials, the intercalated limffitones 
or argillites in which fossils are occasionally found being few 2nd far 
between. The greater part of its mass is undoubtedly Triassic, l::ut the 
highest beds in a few places have yielded a small fauna that is referred 
by Professor Hyatt to the Lower J urassic. All the fossils are m1.rine.t 

Partial sections of the Nicola formation have been obtained in anum
ber of places, but its study is attended with difficulty. owing to tl"E very 
massive and uniform character of the most of its rocks, the regim cov
ered by it being best characterized as one of'' greenstones." ThesE rocks 
often closely resemble those of the Carboniferous, and in some phces it 
is not easy to separate them, on the other hand, from the older Tertiary 
volcanic materials. Lithologically the rocks are chiefly altered dhba.ses 
of green, gray, blackish, and purplish colors. In regard to stateof ag
gregation, they comprise effusives (often amygdaloidal), agglormrates, 
and tuffs, the latter showing evidence of subaqueous deposition th·ough-

* Geol. 1\Iag., Decade II, vol. viU, p. 210. 
t Report of Progress, Geol. Surv. Can., 1877-'78. 

·t Fossils of the 'l'rin.ssic rocks of British Columhia, J. F. Whiteaves, Contributions to ~anadin.n 
Paleontology, vol. i, p~wt 2. Annual Report, Geol. Surv. Can., vol. vii (N. S.), p. 40 B et s«1. 
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out the entire series. The tuffs are occasionally calcareous, and there 
are some thin and probably irregular beds of limestone, with infrequent 
layers of argillite. The most complete section so far obtained is one on 
the Thompson river, showing a total thickness of 13,590 feet; another 
near Nicola lake gives a probable minimum of 7,500 feet, and in both 
places more than nine-tenths of the whole is of volcanic origin. 

The Nicola formation, with the characteristics above noted, is well de
veloped in the central parts of the Interior plateau of British Columbia, 
and it probably extends far to the north in the same belt of country be
tween the Coast and Gold ranges, but in the general absence of paleon
tological evidence, can not there as yet be separated, even locally, from 
the Paleozoic.* 

To the west of the Coast ranges, and now entirely separated from the 
Nicola formation by the granitic mass of these ranges oflater age, Triassic 
rocks are again found largely developed in the Queen Charlotte islands 
and on Vancouver island. They were described and identified in the 
Queen Charlotte islands in 1878, and in 1885, when again found cover
ing large areas in the northern part of Vancouver island, were defined 
as the Vancouver series. t 

These rocks closely resemble those of the Nicola formation, with which 
they may probably at the time of th~ir deposition have been continuous. 
The series is built up for the most part of volcanic materials, now in 
the state of altered diabases and felsites, but amygdaloidal, agglomeratic, 
or tuffaceous in character. Ordinary sedimentary materials, such as 
argillites, limestones, and felsites, are, however, more abundant than in 
the Nicola formation. These probably recur at several different hori
zons, but in the northern part of Vancouver island they are known to 
form an important zone, with a thickness of about 2,500 feet.t Marine 
fossils are abundant in some of these beds. 

This group is of great thickness, but no trustworthy figures can yet 
he given for it. It is associated often with the very similar rocks of the 
Carboniferous period, already referred to as existing in the same oro
graphic belt, and it yet remains to draw a distinct line between the two 
series. Followjng the coastal region north ward, rocks pretty clearly 
referable to this formation have been noted in several places among the 
Alaskan islands as far up as Lynn canal. 

To the north of the 56th degree of latitude, it would appear that the 

*Annual Report, Geol. Snrv. Can., vol. iii (N. ,S.), p. 33 B. . 
t Report of Progress, Geol. Surv. Can., 1878-79, p. 49 B. Annual Report, Geol. Surv. Can., vol. 

. • 
8

) 7 Bet seq. The rocks named the Sooke series, in 1876, may probably also be included 
~ 1 (~h.' V. 'p. er se1·1·e:;; Report of Progres:;;, Geol. Surv. Can., 1876-'77, pp. 98-102. 
10 t e ancouv · · . . t The same zone is probably represented m the southern part of the Queen Charlotte 1 laods. 

XII-Bur.r .. Gt:or .. Soc. A r. , VoL. 12, 1900 

• #0 
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Triassic sea extended eastward, without important interruption, across 
the entire Cordilleran region, as marine fossils like those of the Van
couver group have been found not only on the Stikine (in the trend of 
the Nicola formation), but also on the Liard, Peace, and Pine rivers in 
the Laramide range.* In the last-named range, however, there is no 
evidence of contemporaneous volcanic action, which. it is probable, did 
not extend so far to the eastward. 

Following the Laramide range southward from. the occurrences last 
alluded to, there is a considerable interval in which no Triassic rocks 
have been recognized, after which, in the vicinity of the 49th parallel, 
a series of red sandstones and shales, with buff magnesian grits, three or 
four hundred feet thick, is found. This caps a number of the higher 
m_ountain ridges and was assigned by me in 1~75 to the Triassic. It is 
believed to represent the northern extremity of the deposits of the Tri
assic Mediterranean that occupied so large a part of the \Vestern states 
and which must have been separated from the open sea by land barriers 
of some width.t 

CRETACEOUS 

Apart from the beds capping the Nicola formatiou, to which allusion 
has been mad A, no strata distinctly referable to the J urassic have been 
found in the Rocky Mountain region of Canada. \Vherever their rela
tions have been determined, the Cretaceous rocks lie unconformably on 
the Nicola and Vancouver formations, and it seems probable that this 
unconformity represents the greater part of the J urassic period. It is 
proper, however, to state that the lower measures here included in the 
Cretaceous are still by some authorities called J urassic; but it is be
lieved that the paleontological evidence, when compared with the best 
recognized general standards (and not merely with local isolated devel
opments to which a Jurassic age happens to have been assigned), is 
overwhelmingly in favor of the Cretaceous reference.! 

There is in the region here treated of an important Earlier Cretaceous 
series of rocks, mostly of marine origin, the distribution of which shows 

*Annual Report, GeoL Surv. Can., vol. iii ( . S.), p. M B. Ibid., vol. iv, p. 10 D. Report of 
Progress, GeoL Surv. Can., 1875-'76, p. 97. BulL GeoL Soc. Am., vol. v, p. 122. 

t Geology and Resources of 49th Parallel, 1875, p. 71. Trans. Royal Soc. Can., vol. i, sec. iv, p. l4::! 
et seq. 

t Cf. Whiteaves: Mesor.oic Fossils, vol. i, part iv, 1900. 
rn a late article in the Journal of Geology (Chicago), vol. viii, pp. 245-258, Mr w. N. Logan 

groups the Juras~ic beds found at the summit of the Nicola group (not at 'icola lake) with part~ 
of the Queen Charlotte and Kootanie formations, here described as Earlier Cretaceoull, and which 
we have found no reason to eparate from the rest of that series, ealling the whole Juras ic B 
so doing he gives a large part of the area of the Earlier Cretaceous sea to the Jurnssic, in a ma: 
ner which I believe to be incorrect (cf. Am. Jour. ScL, vol. xxxviii, p. 121 ). 
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that (except in the southern part of Britii::!h Columbia), the Pacific at this 
time, as in the later Triassic, extt>nded to the eastward quite across the 
Cordilleran belt. In different parts of the region these rocks have been 
included under two names-the Queen Charlotte Islands and Kootanie 
formations. 'I'he former, applied at first particularly to the Earlier Cre
taceous of·thA coast, has been extended to cover that of the whole west
ern part and interior of the Cordillera. The latter is used .to denote the 
Earlier Cretaceous of the Laramide range and its vicinity, which differs 
considerably in character.* 

In the Queen Charlotte islands we have the clearest s~lCcession of beds 
and the largest and best tudied repre entation of marine organic re
Inains. The entire Cretaceous section as known on these islands is u.s 
follows, in descending order: t 

(A) Upper shales and sandslones.................. ... . . 1,500 feet. 
(B) Coa1'se conglomerates ............................. 2,000 41 

(C) Lower shales and sandstone::; (with coal) ........ 5,000 11 

(D) Agglomerates .................................. 3,500 " 
(E) Lower sandstones.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,000 11 

13,000 feet. 

It is the three lower members of this section that are regarded as com
posing the Queen Charlotte Islands formation. Subdivision C contains 
the greater number of fossil~, eighty-nine species of invertebrates having 
110 ,v been described from it.t and most of the forms found in subdi
vision E are identical with these. The intervening agglomerates, of vol
canic origin, may be local, and in any case probably represent but a 
comparatively short space of time. The overlying subdivisions, A and B, 
are believed to be Upper Cretaceous and approximately equivalent to 
the Niobrara, Benton, and Dakota of the interior portions of North 
America. 

In the southern ·part of British Columbia, east of the Coast ranges 
(which are at least in great part of subsequent origin), the Earlier Cre
taceous rocks of the Queen Charlotte i lands are represented in the 
Tatlavoco beds (7,000 feet), Nechacco beds (6,000 feet), Skeena beds, 
Skagtt beds ( 4,400 feet or more), and Jackass }fountain beds (5,000 feet). 
These inland terra.nes of the southwe.:;tern part of British Columbia are 
clearly comparable with the" Shasta group" of California and Oregon, 
and the fauna mostn.bundantly represented in them is that of the Knox-

* Th«:> facts in regard to the~e rock:-< Rre somewhat fully summarized in Am. Jour. Sci., vol. 
xxxviii, p. 120 et seq., and in Annua~ H.eport, Geol. Su.rv. Can., vol. Yii (X. '.), 181.14, p. li2 Bet seq., 
where numerous references to the hter<ttnre may lw 1ound. 

t Heport of Progress, U~ol. Su~·v. Can .. llii~-?J, p. li:l B. 
t .:\1esozoic Fossils, vol. I, part IV (1!100), p. uO.>. 
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ville or lower division now made of that group, the characteristic Aucella 
of which is often the commonest fossiL* In the northern part of the 
province, between the 55th and 58th parallels of latitude, rocks chiefly 
referable to this period have lately been found to characterize a wide area 
of country east of the Coast ranges, and here, as well as in the south, 
they frequently hold coal. 

On Tatlayoco lake, the beds of the same name are found to be under
lain in apparent conformity by rocks of volcanic origin, to which the 
name" Porphyr~te series" was originally applied.t No fossils have been 
found in these, but the similarly constituted Iltasyouco beds (latitude 
53°) contain molluscs that are now referred by Dr \Vhiteaves to the 
Queen Charlotte formation.! Ash berls containing similar fossils have 
been discovered on the Skeena to the east of the Coast ranges, and it is 
thus evident that vulcanism played an important part in this Earlier 
Cretaceous time, not only in the Queen Charlotte islands, but also further 
to the eastward. 

Fossils representing the same Earlier Cretaceous period have been found 
in late years far to the north, in the Yukon basin, on the Lewes river, 
and on the Porcupine, beyond the Arctic circle.§ 

The Kootanie formation was so named and characterized as Lower 
Cretaceous, because of its peculiar flora, by Sir J. V\! m. Dawson in 1885.11 
It represents the Earlier Cretaceous of the Laramide region in Canadian 
territory, and has since been found to extend a considerable distance into 
Montana. Its typi.cal area is separated from the Cretaceous of the wes
tern part of British Columbia by the Selkirk and other ra11ges that ap
pear to have existed as dry land at this time. It no doubt blends with 
the Queen Charlotte formation further to the north, and it may event
ually be found that no useful line can be maintained between the two 
formations. The Kootanie seems, however, to have been for the most 
part deposited in a fresh or brackish water basin, and for some years 
scarcely any marine forms were known to occur in it.~ A nu m her of 

*Annual Report, Geol. nrv. Can., vol. vii (X S.), p. 6i B. 
t Geol. l\fag., Decade II, vol. iv, July, 1877. 

t Originally deRcrihed as Jnrassic. , ee Geol. l\Iag., Decade U, \'ol. viii, p. 218, and Dr Whitetwes on 
the" Gretareous syo;tem in Canada," Trans. Roy. Soc. Can., vol. xi, Rec. iv (1893). For deRcriptions 
of invertebrate fossils of the Cretaceous, see especially the following works by Dr J. F. Whiteaves: 
~;esozoic Fossilo;, .vol. i, ptu:ts 1, 2,. a, and 4 ;. C.ontribntions t~ Canadia~ Paleontology, vol. i, part 

2
; 

lrans. Roy. Soc. Can., vol. 1, sec. IV, p. 81; Ibid. (seconrl senes), vol. 1, pp. 101, 119. 
~Annual Report, Geol. Surv. Can., vol. iii (N. S.), p. 36 B. Ibid., vol. ix, pp. 21 D, 1:24 D. et seq 
:1 Science, vol. v, p. ;i31. 'l'rans. Roy. Soc. Can., vol. iii, sec. iv. For descriptions of Cretnce · 

" ous plants flee particularly the following papers by Sir J. Wm. Dawson, in Trans. Roy. Soc. Can.: Cre-
taceous and Tertiary Floras of British Columbia, vol. i (1882); Mesozoic Floras of the Rock 
Mountain Region, vol. iii (1895); Correlation of Early Cretaceous Floras, etc., vol. x (1

892
); Xe; 

Cretaceous plant from Yanrouver Islancl, vol. xi (1 9:i). 
~~ Annual Report, Geol. Surv. ('an., vol. i (N. 8.), p. lfi:! H. 
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marine molluscs have, however, since been found at the base of the for
mation, in the Devils Lake deposits, not far north of the Bow river, and 
these Dr \\'hiteaves has provisionally ref81Ted to the age of the fossil
iferous beds of Queen Charlotte islands, thus apparently confirming 
the general correlation already indicated by the fossil plants. 

The Kootanie consists of alternating sandstones and shales with some 
thin bands of limestone toward the base and holding in parts of its ex
tent numerous and thick seams of bituminous and anthracite coal, the 
latter occurring where it has been closely included in the mountain fold
ing. Its thickness is about 7,000 feet, including only that part of the 
general section characterized by its fossils. Above this is a thickness of 
4,000 or 5,000 feet. largely made up of conglomerates that are supposed 
to represent the Dakota group. 

Conglomerates occupying about the same stratigraphical position in 
the Queen Charlotte islands have already been alluded to, and similar 
important conglomerates attached to or closely associated with the 
Earlier Cretaceous have been found in many places on the mainland of 
British Columbia and northward to the Yukon district. ·These con
glomerates appear throughout to be approximately contemporaneous 
and an~ believed to be of more than local significance. They evidently 
mark a time of wide subsidence and of shorelines advancing on the 
land, and it was at this time that the Cretaceous Dakota sea spread itself 
eastward across the interior plain of the continent. 

[n the Fraser valley east of the Coast ranges, in addition to the occur
rence of the conglomerates, the existence of. beds of about the period of 
the Dakota is shown by the discovery of a few fossil plants;* but no 
evidence of higher members of the Cretaceous has been founu in the 
inland region to the west of the Selkirks, although it is probable that 
such members are represented further north, in the Yukon district. 

From a systematic point of view, it appears to be desirable to confine 
the Earlier Cretaceous, or Queen Charlotte formation, to rocks below the 
Dakota· but it will be understood that, o,·er a considerable part of the 

' inland country, the earlier rocks are intimately associated '"ith those of 
about Dakota age, and that where those of still later date are not pres
ent the most natural break, and one coinciding with some notable 

' physical change, would be above the Dakota. 
Beds referred to the Upper Cretaceous t in the Queen Charlotte Islands 

section have already been alluded to. Collectively it is suppo ed that 
the two upper members of that section represent the Dakota, Benton, 

*Annual Report, Geol. Surv. Can., vol. vii (X. S.), p. 148 H. 
i" For references in regard to the l"pper Creta~eou,., f'ee (J('ol. ."\lag., Decade II, vol. viii, p. ~lli; :dso 

Am. Jour. SPi., vol. xxxix {lS!lO', p. 180 et ~eq. 
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and Kiobrara. In following the coast southeastward from the Queen 
Charlotte islands, the local base of the Cretaceous rocks is found at 
progressiYely higher horizons in that system. The two lowest members 
of the Q.ueen Charlotte section are wanting in the northern part of Van
couver island, and farther on, in the Comox and Nanaimo coal fields, the 
base of the measures is approximately equivalent to the highest part 
of the Queen Charlotte Islands section. 

The Cretaceous section at Comox has been divided on lithological 
grounds into seven, that at Nanai'mo into three, members by l\fr J. 
Richardson. \Vhile unnecessary to refer to these in detail here, it may 
be stated that they correspond pretty closely, and that the well marked 
and abundant fauna and flora of the Upper Cretaceous of the coast of 
British Columbia characterizes the four lower subdivisions at Nanaimo 
and the two lower subdivisions at Comox, the thickness of the strata 
being estimated at 2,715 and 2,020 feet respectively. These subdivisions 
have been united under the name of the Nanaimo group,* and this is 
belie,·ed to be almost exactly equivalent to the Chico of California and 
at least approximately to the Pierre of the Great plains. At both 
Nanaimo and Comox the workable coal seams occur in the lowest sub
division of this group. 

As already noted. beds referable to the Upper or later Cretaceous are 
known to occur in the far north. The fossils indicate a horizon at least 
as high as that of the Benton, and it i:S very probable that further in
vestigation may disclose the existence of a complete ascending series, 
like that found in the Laramide range and its adjacent foothills to the 
east. 

In the Laramide range, the Upper Cretaceous includes representatives 
of all the Cretaceous groups of the Great plains, but generally with more 
massive developments and altered characters, resulting from proximity 
to an extensive land surface to the westward, from which abundant and 
often coarse sediments were derived. This is partieularly notable in the 
case of the Dakota, to which allusion has already been made in connec
tion with the Kootanie. It may here be added that contemporaneous 
volcanic materials, with a thickness of over 2,000 feet in one locality, 
have been found in this group in the eastern part of the Crows Nest pass.t 

The aggregate thickneRs of the Upper Cretaceous in the southern part 
of the Laramide range (including the lower portion of the Lararnie, which 
may be regarded as Cretaceous) is found to be about 10,000 feet.t It is 
unnecessary, however, to do more than allude to this section here, as it is 

*Am. Jour. Sci., loc. cit. 
t Annual Report, Geol. Surv. Can., vol. i {N. S.), p. G9 B. 
t Ibid., p. 166 B. 
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more properly to be regarded as the western margin of the Cretaceous of 
the plains than as characteristic of the Cordilleran region. Its characters 
have been, moreover, quite adequately summarized elsewhere, particu
larly by Dr 'Vhiteaves in his paper previously referred to. 

The Laramie is regarded as a series transitional between the Cretaceous 
and Tertiary, and in the Laramide range and its foothills passes up from 
a brackish-water to a purely fresh-water deposit. No beds probably 
referable to this time have been found between this range and the Pacific 
coast in the entire southern part of British Columbia, but in the extreme 
north of that province, some deposits apparently referable to the Upper 
Laramie occur,*·while it is also present in considerable volume in parts 
of the Yukon district.t 

On the Pacific coast, the Puget group of Washington has been referred 
with probability to the period represented by the Laramie, and rocks of 
this group have a somewhat extensive development about the estuary of 
the Fraser, with a thickness of at least 3,000 feet. They appear to have 
been deposited in fresh or brackish water, and hold some beds oflignite.t 
The upper subdivisions of the Nanaimo and Comox sections, from which 
no distinctive organic remains have yet been obtained, may also prove 
to represent the Puget group, or the marine Tejon of California, which 
is perhaps no lower. 

TERTIARY 

It has been convenient to refer to the Laramie as a whole in connec
tion with the Cretaceous, although the Upper Larftmie is regarded as 
Eocene. The Puget beds of the Fraser estuary and Burrard inlet, just 
alluded to, have always been described as Tertiary, and were for a long 
time regarded as Miocene. 

Subsequent to the Cretaceous period and the great orogenic movements 
that accompanied its close, the physical conditions in the Rocky Moun
tain reo-ion of Canada became much more like those existing today. 'rhe r:> 

Eocene appears for the most part to have been a time of denudation,S. but 
later Tertiary deposits occur in many places and often in extensive de
velopment. On the coast these are usually marine, b'_lt no marine beds 
have been found to the east of the Coast ranges, although it seems possible 
that evidence may yet be found in the north of the extension of the sea at 
this time as far east as the upper Can L lL L n portion of the Yukon basin. 

* Ibid., vol. vii, p. 31) C'. 
t Ibid., vol. iii, p. 149 B. . . , 
t Am. Jour. Sci., vol. xxxiv, p. 182. For descnptwns of plants see rrans. Roya.l oc. Cun., !!econd 

series vol. i sec. iv (1895), p. 135. 
e 'l'r~nR. H~yal Soc. C'an., vol. viii, sec. iv, p. 11. 

_ .. 
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The Tertiary sediments of the interior are chiefly those oflake basins, large 
or small, but the great mass of the Tertiary rocks is composed of volcanic 
materials, a circumstance accounting for the general paucity of organic 
remains, which1 together with the isolated positions of the known fossil
iferous lor!alities, renders it very' difficult to build up a satisfactory and 
connected section of the Tertiary formations.* 

Some progress has, however, been made in this respect, particularly 
in the southern part of the Interior plateau of British Columbia, where 
the following scheme, which may be taken as a term of reference for the 
whole inland region, has been arrived at.t The order is descending: 

Feet 

Later 11-fiooene. Upper Volcanic group (maximum thickness) .............. . . 3,100 
Tranqnille beds (maximum thickness)...................... 1,000 

Earlier M1ocene. Lower Volcanic group (maximum thickness apart from 
centers of eruption).......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5,300 

Oligocene. Coldwater group (at Hat creek) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5,000 

14,400 

Beginning with the oldest member of the above section, it may be ex
plained that more or less isolated series of beds in different parts of the 
Interior plateau region have lately been classed together provisionally 
as the Coldwater group. These resemble each other lithologically, and 
all appear to antedate the beginning of Tertiary volcanic action in this 
part of the region. One of their developments, from which the greatest 
number of fossils has been derived, has frequently been referred to in 
earlier publications as the "Similkameen beds," but the name Cold water 
group is preferred as a general oue, including these as a local develop
ment. From the Similkameen beds, plants, insects, and a few fish re
mains have been obtained. These have been described by Sir J. \Vm. 
Dawson, Dr S. H. Scudder, and Professor E. D. Cope, who agree in 
referring them with probability to the Oligocene. ~rhe fish is an Amyzon, 
like that. from the Amyzon beds of Oregon.! Much farther north, on 
the Horsefly river, a tributary of the Quesnel, well preserved remains 
of another fish of the same genus have been found, and again in asso
ciation with similar plant remains. Elsewhere plants only, or a few 
insects, have been discovered. 

The deposits of the Cold water group consist of conglomerates, shales, 
and sandstones which not infrequently hold beds of lignite or, as at the 

*For earlier references to the Tertiary deposits of the region, see Geol. 1\iag., Deca<ie II, vol. 
viii foot-no~es to pp. 158, 162. 

t Annual Report, Geol. St;rv. Can.," vol. vii (X S.), p. 7!i B. Detailed descriptions of the several 
groups in the southern part of British Columbia are also given in this report. 

t Tertiaryplants of the Sirnilkameen river; Trans. Royal Soc. Can., vol. viii, sec. iv {1890), p. 75. 
Contributio11s to Cn.n. Pal., vol. ii, part i. Proc. Acad. Nn.t. 8ci. Phi!., vol. xlv (1893), p. 401. 
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junction of the Coldwater and Nicola, rivers. bituminous coal. At the 
base the conglomerates are often rough and coarse, composed of the local 
underlying rock~, upon which they rest irregularly, but above tl1ese, in 
several places in the southern part of the Interior plateau, are thi ~~k beds 
of well rolled and generally small pebbles derive<l for the most part from 
the cherty beds of the Cache Creek formation. The sandstones and 
Hhales are usually pale-colored, gray, buff, or drab, except where they 
become carbonaceous .* 

Speaking of the southern part of British Columbia, where the Tertiary 
deposits have been examined with some care, it appears that the bects 
of the Cold water group were, at least locally, disturbed and subjected to 
considerable ero ion before the deposition of the overlying mate1ials as
signed to the Miocene. These are almost entirely of volcanic origin, 
and over a considerable area they admit of separation into lower and 
upper volcanic groups, between which are the water-laid Tranquille beds. 

The principal volcanic vents of the early Miocene appear to hav·e been 
situated near to and parallel with the inland bonler of the Coast ranges, 
their denuded remnants being now found in the Clear mountdns, Il
gachuz mountain, etcetera. Both effusive and fragmental rocks are 
represented in the products of this period, which, petrographically 
considered, consist chiefly of augite-porphyrites, of gray, greenish, and 
purplish colon:~, with f!mal1er amounts of mica-porphyrites, picr[te-por
phyrites, etc. These generally form massive beds, and are now fOLmd in
clined in many places at angles as high as 30 degrees from the horizontal, 
although to what extent this may represent the natural slope of deposi
tion and in how far it may be due to subsequent movement ·s often 
indeterminate. 

The Tranquille heds consist generally of bedded tuffs, and are usually 
pale in color. They occasionally contain plant remains and sorne thin 
beds of coal or lignite, as at Kamloops.t The upper volcanic gwup is 
composed for the most part of ba. alts and basalt-breccias, with smaller 
quantities of various porphyrites, mica-trachyte, and mica-andesite. 
The basalts often occur in horizontal flows of great extent, their emption 
baying marked the closing stage of the great 11ertiary period of vulcanism. 
Their sources may h~we been numerous and local, and they ate often 

* 'l'he Kenai formation of Dall, found in Rome pnrts of Alaska, is believed by Dall to be either 
Oligocene or Eocenc. Tlw Atatement, howel'er, that the Kenai is also '' w~dely ~prend in British 
('olnmbia" is too comprehenAil'e. It may be Anpposed to refer to formatwnR hke that here de
Rcrihed widely Aeparated geographically and differing in conditions of deposition from the typi
~al Ke~ai of CookR inlet. In Ruch a caRe the elevation of a local formational name into a re
gionnl chronological term iH in no way helpful and Ahould, I think, be deprecated. (See Bull. 
Xo. 84, U. s. Geol. Survey, Annual Heport, U. S. Geol. urvey, 1 95-'96, part i, p. 4!1. Ibid., 

lS!Ifi-'97, part ii, p. 345.) . .. 
t Annual Report, Geol. Snrv. C:m. (~. S.), vol. vu, p. 169 B. 

Xri-Ror.r .. (.;~:01 .. <:;0(•. A,r., Vor .. 12, 1900 
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found fcrming a comparatively thin sheet that lies directly on the de
nude(l SJrface of the older rocks without the intervention of any of the 
earlier nembers of the Tertiary. As these wide basaltic flows are in most 
cases kmwn to antedate the great period of river erosion assigned to the 
Pliocen~, they are supl)osed to be of later Miocene age. It is, of course, 
possible that local eruptions of more recent date may have occurred, 
but onl} one instance of a comparatively recent or postglaciallava flow 
has so f~r been found in the entire Cordilleran region of Canada. This 
is in the valley of the N asse ri \"er.* 

In thE northern interior of British Columbia, lake depositR have been 
found, ir some places, blending above with volcanic materials and capped 
by hori:ontal basalts, the ·whole being very probably referable to the 
::\Tiocene In other places, both in British Columbia and in the Yukon 
district, ocal flows of basalt are found which may belong either to the 
1\fioceneor to the Pliocene. The same is true of isolated basalt vatches 
in the I<ettle River country in the southen part of British Columbia 
and in li'lst Kootenay. On the Nechacco river and elsewhere, Tertiary 
shales 01 clays, with sandstones, of indeterminate horizon are also found. 
It will b~ many years before all these deposits can be investigated an<l 
classifieo, and it may never be possible to assign an exact position to 
some of 1hem in the general series. The great paucity, amounting almost 
to a con:plete absence, of the remains of the higher vertebrates being 
particularly unfortunate in this respect. 

In thE southern part of the Interior plateau of British Columbia, 
sma,ll anas have been found of sediments that are supposed to belong 
to the early Pliocene,t but no fossils have been obtained from them. 
On the :Iorsefiy river, however, overlying the Oligocene beds already 
referred bo in slight but distinct unconformity, and underlying the 
boulder-elay, is a deposit of yellowish and in part "cemented" gravels, 
to which a Pliocene age may be assigned with some confidence.t These 
gravels are worked for gold, and branches and stems of trees found in 
the worlings have been determined by Professor D. P. Penhallow to 
represen1 Sequoia gigantia, S. sempervirens, Juniperus cctlifon~ica, Oup1·essus 
macrocm]rt, Thltya gigantia, and Picea sitchensis.§ 

The p·esence of such an assemblage of trees in the inland region 
north oflatitude 52°, indicates the existence of physical and climatic 
conditiots very different from those now existing there and still n1ore 
unlike ttose of the intervening glacial period, while the species them
selves are stillli ving ones. 

*Summary Report, Geol. Surv. Can., 18!!3, p. HA. 
tAnnual Heport, Geol. Surv. Can., vol. vii (N. S.), p. H B. 
t Ibid., p. 26 A. 
e 'fheso cleterminationR have not pre\"ionsly been pnhlishetl. 
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~ imilar yellow gravels have been found on the Upper Fraser m'ld on 
its tributafy, the Blackwater, in se\Teral places, and it is probable that 
they are somewhat widespread in this district.* It is \Tery possible that 
they are at least approximately synchronous with the old auriferous 
preglacial stream gravels of the Cariboo mountains, and are also of the 
same age with the ''yellow gravels" of the Atlin district. 

The Tertiary deposits of the Coast region of British Columbia are 
wholly separated from those of the interior by the physical barrier of 
the Coast ranges. They are interesting, but not of great extent, occur
ring in isolated patches and not forming. as they do farther to the south, 
a nearly continuous border to the continent. The sedimentary beds 
are for the most part of marine origin, and are still found near the level 
of the sea, little disturbed or altered. 

Sandstones holding marine shell:::; occur at Sooke, on the southern 
coast of Vancouver island. These beds were first described by Mr J. 
Richardson.t :\Tr J. C. M erriam has since studied the foHsils, and they 
appear to be referable to the Upper l\liocene or Pliocene ("Middle Neo
cene ").t Farther west, on the same coast, are the Carmanah beds, con
sisting of sandstones, shales, and conglomerates. These are refened by 
the same author to the "Astoria Miocene "§ or Astoria group, and are 
recognized as older than the Sooke beds. A remarkable bird, Cyphornis 
?nagnus, had previously been described by Cope from the Carmanah 
beds, and this he states is not older than Ji;ocene nor later than 01igo
cene.,ll Plant remains also occur, but they have not so far been studied. 
Elsewhere on the west coast of Vancouver i land and farther north 
small patches of Tertiary rocks are found, which have not yet been ex
amined, and from which no fossils ha\Te been obtained. 

The most important development of Tertiary rocks on the coast is 
that forming the northeastern part of Graham island, the northern mem
ber of the Queen Charlotte group. The considerable tract of land under
lain by these rocks is relatively low, and most of the prominent rock 
masses consist of ba~alt with some volcanic materials of a less ba~;ic 
character, and in one place ob idian, fragmental as well as effusive rocks 
being represented. In a f~w places,. und.erl!ing sandstones and. sha1es 
come to the surface, sometimes holdmg ligmte, and at one locahty ma
rine shells are abundantly repreRentecl. The~e have been examined by 

*Ann~al Report, Geol. Snrv. Can, vol. Yii (~. S.), p. 2R A; al:-<o Report of Progre:-;s, Geol. Sun-. 

Can., 1873-'76, pp. 203, 264. • . ·~-
r Report of Progre!<S, Geol. Surv .. ~l\1)., .l87U- :I, p. l!lO. • ' . . . . 
t Bull. Univ. Ctd., Geology, yol. u, no .• :1, p. H.l; Pro<.:. (al. Acad. l::l<'L, tlurrl :-<~:>ne!", ,· 0 1. 1, no. 6, 

p. 173. 

?. Op. cit. · 'fl l · l · l · f · · . \ . J :'\· t :-4<'i. !'hila., rol. 1x, p. 44!1. 1e nn I'~ 1 e"cnhe<l rom a ~mc:le hone. The 
.J o ll1 • · r ,t · • .~ · t b · 1 t C t t I t · l'X<I<'t lo<•ality i~ not p;iren in thl' p:tper, no emg ~nown o ope a 1e 1me. 
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Dr. \Vhiteaves. They include a number of still living forms, but may 
be regarded as Pliocene or later l\Iiocene.* 

PHYSICAl, HISTORY OF TlH~ REGION 

It will now be endeavored to briefly review the orographic changes 
and the conditions of deposition of which the geological column give1:! 
evidence-in other words, to touch in outline the main facts of the phys
ical history of the Rocky Mountain region of Canada. 

As for the Archean, it need only be said that here, as in most parts 
of the world, we find beneath any rocks that can be assigned to the Cam
brian in the most extende(l sense of that term, and apparently septirated 
from these rocks by a great break and unconformity, a cry1:ltalline series 
or '' funda111ental complex'' composed of plutonic rocks with highly 
metamorphosed and vanishing sedimentary rocks in seemingly inex
tricable as::;ociation. The similarity of this basal series in different parts 
of the world i::; so great as apparently to imply world-wide and approx
imately contemporaneous conditions, of a kind perhaps differing from 
any that can have occurred at later period::;. The region here described is 
not, however, an ideal one for the study of these Archean rocks, because of 
the extreme metamorphism by which much newer formations have often 
been affected in it; nor has any series yet been de tined that appearf' here 
to bridge the gap between the Archean and the strata that may with pro
priety be attached to the Cam brian. 

In the earlier series of deposits assigned to the Cambrian, we discover 
evidence of a more or less continuous land area occupying the po1:!ition 
of the Gold ranges and their northern representatives and aligned in a 
general northwesterly direction. The Archean rocks were here under
~oing denudation, and it is along this axis that they are still chiefly ex
posed, for·although they may at more than one time have been entirely 
buried beneath accumulating strata, they have been brought to the sur
face again by succeeding uplifts and renewed denudation. \Ve find here, 
in effect, an A rchean axis or geanticline that constitutes, I believe, the 
key to the structure of this entire region of the Cordillera. To the east 
of it lie:3 the Laramide geosyncline (with the conception of which Dana 
has familiarized us), on the west another and wider geosyncline, to which 
more detailed allusion will be made later. 

Conglomerates in the Bow River series indicate sea margin~ on the ea 't 
side of this old land, but the8e are not a marked feature in the Njsconlith, 
or corresponding series on its western side. Fossils have so far been 
discovered only jn the upper part of the Bow River series, but the preva-

*See Report of Progres:;, Geol. Snrv. Can ., 1878-' 7\J, p. 87 B. 
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lence of carbonaceous and calcareous material (particularly in the Niscon
lith) appears to indicate the abundant presence of organisms of some kind 
at this time. 

Although no evidence has been found of any great :physical break, 
the conditions indicated by the upper half of the Cambrian are very dif
ferent from those of the lower. Volcanic materials, due to local eruption~, 
were accumulated in great mass in the region bordering on the Archean 
axis to the west, while on the east materials of this kind appear to be 
mingled with the preponderant Hhore deposits of that side of th~ Archean 
land, and to enter sparingly into the composition of the generally calca
reous sediments lying still farther eastward. \Vhere these sediments 
now appear in the eastern part of the Laramide range they are chiefly 
limestone, indicating marine deposition at a considerable distance from 
any land. 

The history of the Ordovician, Silurian, and Devonian times is verv 
imperfectly known. .Marine conditions still prevailed to the eastwar~l 
of the ArchP-an axis and were probably continuous there, but our knowl
edge of the region to the west, while as yet almost entirely negative in 
its character, is not sufficiently complete to enable us to assume the ex
istence of any extensive land area in that quarter. In the Devonian the 
sea is known to have covered a great area in the interior of the continent, 
extending far to the north in the Mackenzie basin, and it appears prob
able that considerable portions of the western part of the Cordilleran 
region were also submerged, particularly to the north. 

A bout the beginning of the Carboniferous period and then0e onward 
the evidence becomes much more satisfactory and complete. In the 
earlier part of the Carboniferous, marine sediments, chiefly limestones, 
were lai<.l down everywhere to the east of the Archean axis, while to the 
west of that axis (which was probably in large part itself submerged) 
ordinary clastic deposits, mingletl with contemporaneous Yolcanic ma
terials were formed, tranquil epochs being marked by the intercalation 
of occ~sionallime ·tone beds. It is not clearly apparent from what land 
the clastic materials were derived, but the area of vulcanism at this time 
wa, very great, covering the entire western part of British Columbia to 
the edg~ of the continental plateau and. as n~w lo~own, extending north
westward into Alaska and southward to Cahforma. 

In the later time of the Carboniferous, ho\vever, the volcanic forces 
d lined in their activity, and a great thickness of calcareout:~ marine de-

ec . t• t' 1 . d rr~l posits occurred with little 1nterrup 1011 o any ~1n • 1e area of land 
to the ea tward was probably increa:.;ed, for there i:::; sotue e\·idence to 

h fi t (J'el1tle lll)ris]na in the Laramide region at thi:.; time ( or at s ow a rs l:> " 

least a ce:::;sati'on of :-;ubsidence), antl no late Carboniferous strata. lw.n~ 
so far been found there. 
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Xo separate record for the Permian has yet been found in this part 
of the continent, but it must be remembered that, in view of the scanty 
character of the paleontological evidence, strict taxonomic boundaries 
can seldom be drawn. At about this time, however, very important 
changes occurred, for in the Triassic a great part of what is now the 
inland plain of the continent is found to have become the bed of a sea 
shut off from the main ocean, in which red rocks with salt and gypsum 
in some places were laid down. The northern part of this sea appears 
to have extended into the Canadian region for a short distance, covering 
the southern portion of the Laramide area. Farther north must have 
been the land boundary of this sea, and beyond this an extension of the 
Pacific ocean which swept entirely across the Cordillera. In the south
ern part of British Columbia, however, this ocean found its shore against 
the Gold ranges of the Archean axis, where the preceding Carboniferous 
bedt~ had already been upturned and subjected to denudation. The 
Lara·mide region was not affected by volcanic action at this time, but 
vulcanism on a great scale was resumed in the entire western part of 
the Cordillera that had previously been similarly affected in the Car
boniferous, and the ordinary marine sediments there form intercalations 
only in a great mass of volcanic products, probably in large part the 
result of submarine eruptions. 

Such definite indications as exist or the Jurassic must, as already 
noted, be considered as physically attached to the Triassic of the Inte
rior plateau of British Columbia. It is probable that the greater part 
of the J urassic period was characterized by renewed orogenic move
ments and by denudation, for when we are next able to form a connected 
idea of the physical conditions of the region these are found to have 
been profoundly modified. 

It is to about this time that the elevation of the Sierra Nevada and some 
other mountain systems in the western states is attributed. In the region 
here particularly described, the Triassic and older rocks of the Vancouver 
range, or that forming Yancou ver and the Queen Charlotte islands, were 
upturned, while a similar movement affected the zone now occupied by 
the British Columbian Coast ranges. These may not have been elevated 
into a, continuous mountain system and barrier to the sea, but in any 
case the ranges then formed were, before the beginning of the Cretaceous 
period,largely broken down by denudation, so that the underlying granitic 
rocks supplied abundant arkose material to some of the lowest Cretaceous 
beds. 

It is also probable that subsidence marked the close of the J urassic, 
for in southern British Columbia the Pacific of the Earlier Cretaceous 
extended 1nore or less continuously across the line of the Coast ranges, 
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finding its shore not far to the east of this line. Farther north, although 
not without immlar interruptions, it spread over the eutire width of the 
Cordilleran belt, repeating the conditions found in the Triassic, but with 
the difference that it extended far to the south along the axis of the 
Laramide geosyncline, in which rapid subsidence had been renewed. In 
this early Cretaceous sea and along its margins and lagoons the massive 
fossiliferous rocks of the Queen Charlotte islands and Kootanie forma
tions were accumulated and coal beds were produced. Volcanic activity 
was renewed in some places, particularly near the present seaward rnargin 
of British Columbia. Sedimentation evidently proceeded more rapidly 
than subsidence in many localities and coal-producing forests, largely 
composed of cycadaceous plants took possession of the newly formed 
lands from time to time. 

The era. of the later Cretaceous appears, however, eventually to have 
been introduced by a marked general subsidence, which, as already 
noted, carried the Dakota sea entirely across the inland plain of the con
tinent. The distribution and character of the ensuing Cretaceous for
mations show that the whole southern part of what is now the mainland 
of British Columbia. soon after became and remained a land area, while 
the sea was more gradually excluded from the northern part of the Cor
dill era and continued to occupy the area of the Great plains and the 
present position of the Laramide range. Along the margin of the con
tinental plateau, however, a renewed subsidence was in the main pro
gressing southward and resulted ultimately in carrying the later Cre
taceous sediments into the region of Puget sound. 

The closing event of this cycle was the deposition of the Laramie 
beds on the east and in some places to the north, with probably the 
Puget group and its representatives on the coast, ancl this was followed 
by the most important and widespread orogenic movement of which we 
find evidence in the entire Rocky Mountain region. At this time the 
great Laramide range, or Rocky Mountain range proper, was produced, 
rising on the eastern side of the Archean axis along a zone that had pre
vious! y been characterized from the dawn of the Paleozoic by almost 
uninterrupted subsidence and sedimentation. That the pressure caus
inrr this upthrust of the Laramide range was from the westward is clearly 
sh~wn by the grea~ overthrust faults in this range. The stability of the 
ld Archean axis, which it may be supposed had previously sustained 

~he tangential thrust from the Pacific basin, m~st at thi~ time h~ve been 
at last overcome. As a part of the result of th1s, the ch1ef belt ot faulted 
strata in the Laramide range, originally about 50 miles wide, became 

d d l·n ,v1·dth by one-half. How rapidly this great revolution may re uce . . . 
ha,·e occurred we do not know, but 1t probably occupied no long tune 
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from a geological point of view, a.nd. the Laramide range, as first pro
duced, may very possibly have attained a height approaching 20,000 
feet.* The thickness of stratified rocks in the geosyncline was at the 
time probably more than 40,000 feet. 

lt is difficult to determine to what extent the Archean axis with the 
Gold ranges and other preexisting mountains were affected at this period 
of orogenic movement, because of the absence of the newer formations 
there, but it seems probable that no very important change took place. 
Farther west, however, the great zone of Coast ranges was elevated, and 
the corrugated and vertical Cretaceous beds met with even on their in
land side, show that large parts of the Interior plateau of British Colum
bia and of the country in line with it to the northward were flexed and 
broken. Similar conditions are found to have affected the Cretaceous 
rocks of Vancouver and the Queen Charlotte islands, of which the moun
tain axis, pre\'iously in existence, was evidently greatly increased in 
elevation. 

'rhe Laramide geosyncline has already been particularly referred to 
and allusion has been made to the now well recognized fact that by 
such zones of continued subsidence and deposition the lines of most 
mountain systems have been determined. To the Laramide geosyncline 
here, the mountains of the Archean axis-the Gold ranges-stood in 
much the same relation as the Archean western border of the 'Yasatch 
to the Laramide geosyncline in Utah (as described by Dana), but on a 
larger scale. 

On the other or western side of this axis, as already noted, I am now 
led to regard the zone of country extending to the Vancouver range as 
a second and wider gem;yncline, with a breadth of about 200 miles, in 
which a thickness of depo::;;it~ pPrhnp;:; p;n'nt 'r tha.n that of the Laramide, 
hut in the main compo:-;etl nr ,.~)k:\1\l(' t~kdnm 'nta, had by thi::; time been 
accumulated. The vol untt' t)f t ht C:1 rh~)nift'l\)ll~ n nd 'r'rias ic rocks alone 
must have excer(letl :20,0ll0 l'l'd . It i~ pl\)h:thh' thnt to thi may he 
lt<lded a gren.t thiekn ~~Of Dldl'l' l'~)t'J ~. •. ft)l' th I'll' 'lll11 tance thn.t VOl

CaniC action wn.s HO pcr~i:'ltent. h0n>, nnd th' nmount of extrayasation 
resulting from it was ~o enormous. implie, n re 'ognition of the fact that, 
along this zone (not far from the edge of the continental plateau) the 

-----------------* Thil'l refers p:utit'ulnrl~· to tho lwth'r known n'gion near thP Bow p>t>ls. See Annn>tl Report, 
Geol. Snrv. ('an. (N. R.), 1·ol. ii, p. :n D, and Am. Jour. Sri., vol. xlix, p. 4fi3. The hasr of the 
mountain mny >tt this tinw han• hcpn nrnrly ut ~en.level, or -!,000 fl'et lower than at pre~ent, while 
the ~tetunl height at nny tinH' attaitwd wonld depeurl npon the rapidity of uplift rt>lntively to dt>
nudation. The tot:tl height of foldt'tl. :<tratn. i<~ estimated at from 32,000 to 3.J,(J00 feet. 

t:'lt>ventl thommnd fert of Crdn<'l'Oll~ rot>ks mu .~t nlso he added to this thickne~~'~ near the line 
of thP preF<ont Coa-..t mnge~. ttnd the totltl thi<•kn!.'ss of deposit~ in the center of this geosyucliue 
must prohahl~· have ex<'CP<le(l. 411,000 feet. 
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isogeotherms, with what we may call the plane of granitic fusion, 
had crept up to a position abnormally near the surface. It is to this 
probably that we may attribute the apparent absence of Archean rocks 
in the Coast ranges, or at least the impossibility of defining any rocks 
of that period there, for these, together no doubt with great volumes of 
later deposits, may be assumed to have become merged in the rising 
granitic magma, on which strata of Triassic age are now often found 
lying directly, arrested in the very process of absorption.* 

\Vhen the Laramide revolution occurred, by reason of the increasing 
tangential pressure from the Pacific basin and the growing failure of re
~:;istance of the two great geosynclines of this part of the Cordillera, the 
Laramide range was produced by the folding and fracture of a very thick 
mass of beds, of which the crystalline base has not yet l>een revealed 
l>y denudation, while in the western trough an eversion of the axis of 
~:;ettlement seems to have occurred, resulting in the appearance of a 
granitic bathylite of nearly a thousand miles in length, ti·om which the 
comparatiyely thin covering of unabsorbed beds was soon afterward 
almost completely stripped away by ensuing processes of wa~:;te. 

This last great epoch of mountain making doubtless ]eft the surface 
of the Cordilleran belt generally with a very strong and newly made 

, relief, which, before the middle of the Tertiary period, is found to have 
become greatly modified by denudation. Chiefly because no deposit~;. 
referable to the Eocene or earliest 'rertiary have been found in this part 
of the Cordillera, it is assumed with probability that this was a time of 
denudation. It is further indicated that it was a time of stability in eleva
tion, by the fact that the prolonged wearing down resulted, in the interior 
zone of the Cordillera, in the production of a great penepJain, the base
level of which shows that the area affected stood 2,00(}or 3,000 feet lower 
in relation to the sea than it now does, and that for a very long time. 
If, however, the Puget beds of the coa ·t are correctly referred to the 
Eocene, it follows that the coast region was at the same period only 
slightly lower than at present, ana that the movements in sub idence 
and elevation between this and the interior region must have been differ
ential in character and very unequal in amount. 

As already noted, the earliest Tertiary sediments of the Interior plateau 
of the Cordillera are referred to the Oligocene. Probably some further 
subsidence at that time interrupted the long preceding time of waste. 
1'his period of deposition was in turn closed by renewed disturbance of 
an orogenic kind, comparatively slight in amount an~l Jo~al, chi:fly 
affecting certain lines in a northwest and f'louthea t duectwn. ext 

*Annual RBport, Geol. Sun·. Can., vol. ii (N. 14.), 188G, p. 11 Bet seq. 

X[[[-Hur.r .. GF;or .. Soc. AM., Vor .. 12, 1900 
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came renewed denudation or "planation," and this continued until the 
enormous volcanic extravasations of the Miocene began. 

It is not proposed in this place to recapitulate in detail the physical 
conditions of the Tertiary period, for it has already been necessary to refer 
to these in connection with the description of the beds themselves, which, 
because they have not been materially changed since their deposition, 
really tell their own tale. 

It need only be said that, after the Oligocene lake deposits had been 
formed, disturbed, and denuded, new series of lakes were from time to 
time produced at different stages during the Miocene, their beds now 
generally appearing as intercalations in volcanic deposits of great mass. 
Both the coast and the interior region appear to have been subject to 
these conditions, while the Laramide range stood high, with the inland 
plain of the continent sloping eastward from its base. 

Following the close of, or at least a great reduction in volcanic activity, 
in the early Pliocene, the interior zone of the Cordillera again assumed 
a condition of stability for a considerable time, during which wide and 
"mature" stream valleys were formed. The elevation of the Interior 
plateau region of British Columbia must then have been about 2,000 feet 
less than it is at present.* Farther north, the yellow Pliocene gravels of 
Horsefly river, aud other places, are attributed to this period, and the 
southern aspect of their contained fossil plants is such as to indicate 
that, in the given latitude, the height of that part of the interior can not 
have been much above the sealevel. 

In the later Pliocene a very marked reelevation of the Cordilleran re
gion evidently occurred, leading to the renewed activity of river erosion, 
the cutting out of deep valleys and canyons,and the shaping of the surface 
to a form much like that held by it at the present day. This elevation 
in all probability affected the coast as well as the interior, and it would 
appear that the rivers for a time extended their courses to the edge of 
the continental plateau. 

The excavation of the re111arkable fiords of British Columbia and the 
southern part of Alaska must, I think, be chiefly attributed to the later 
portion of the Pliocene, although it is quite possible that the cutting out 
of the valleys may have been begun soon after the Laramide upheaval. 
The antiquity of these valleys is evidenced by the fact that several com
paratively small rivers still flow completely across the Coast ranges in 
their deep troughs. The fiords are now essentially the submerged lower 
parts of these and other drainage valleys of the old land, not very ma
terially affected by the later glacial action, important as this has un-

* TranR. noyal Soc. Can., vol. viii, Rec. iv, p. 18. 
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doubtedly been from other points of view. The ,·alleys of the fiord-like 
lakes that o.ccur along the flanks of the Archean axis of the interior may 
probably also be referred to river erof-lion in the later Pliocene, but if so 
this mountain region must have been affected by a relatively greater 
uplift at that time, followe<l later by a subsidence of its central part. It 
appears, however, that the excavation of valleys or gorges like these by 
rivers, when the slope nnd water supply are favorable, occurs with such 
rapidity relatively to the wider effects of denudation, as to be almost 
negligible in any general view of the physical changes of an extensive 
region or in the accounting of geological time. 

There is as yet some difficulty in connecting the later physical changes 
particularly referred to above with those which have recently come 
under observation far to the north in the Klondike region. It is prob
able, however, that the nuriferous "quartz drift'' of that region, imply
ing long subaerial decay and stability of level, may be attributed to the 
early Pliocene; while the river gravels found in the newer and deeper
cut valleys may be assigned to the later Pliocene time of greater eleva
tion. During the Pliocene, and probably until its close, the mammoth, 
one or two species of bison, the moose, and other large mammals roamed 
northward to the Arctic sea. 'l'hen came the Glacial period, with re
newed great changes in levels and climate and its own peculiar records 
and history, which in many respects are more difficult of interpretation 
than those of more remote periods, because the whole time occupied 
by them has been relatively so brief. I have elsewhere endeavored to 
follow this history in detail, and do not propose on this occasion to 
deal with this latest chapter of the physical history of the Rocky Moun
tain region of Canada. 

In conclusion, what appear to be the most striking points evidenced 
by the geological record of this northern p~rt of the Cordillera perhaps 
be specified as follows: 

(1) The great thickness of strata accumulated both to the east and 
west of an Archean axis. In the Lammide geosyncline the strata no 
doubt actually attained the volume stated. In the western and wider 
syncline it is not so certain that all the formations in their full thickness 
were ever actually superposed at any one place or time (for reasons 
already alluded to), but the volume was probably not less than in the 
Laramide region. 

(2) The great proportion of ,·olcanic materials accumulated in the 
western geosyncline and the recurrence of vulcanism throughout the 
geological time-scale i~1 this region, r~sultit~g in tl~e produ~~i?n o.fm~s ive 
volcanic formations 111 the Cam hnan, Carhomferous, I nassiC, Creta
ceous, and .Miocene. 
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(3) The recurrence of folding and disturbance para11el to the lwrder 
of the Pacific basin and the concurrent great changes in elevation of the 
land relatively to the sea, both continued down to quite recent geolog
ical times, the latter even into the Pleistocene. 

(4) The tremendous energy of denudation, in part due to the events 
last referred to, but also dependent upon the position of the region on 
the eastern border of a great ocean, where, in northern latitude:-;, an 
excessive rainfall must have occurred at all periods on the seaward 
mountain ranges. No comparable denuding forces were probably ever 
operative on the east side of the continent in similar latitudes since the 
definition of the ocean basins of the Pacific and Atlantic. 
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